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Abstract 
With the continuous increasing of number and complexity of tools used in 
manufacturing industry, there is a significant need for data management regarding 
cutting tools, holders and accessories. The aim of project is to develop a cutting tool 
management system, which consists of two main parts. One part is an application 
independent cutting tool database system, which contains cutting tool information in a 
generic table structure. The rules and constraints for saving and selecting tools, inserts, 
holders and cutting data etc. are embedded in the structure of tables and relationships 
between tables of RDBMS. The other part is a user-friendly interface designed in Java 
language under Windows operating system in order to facilitate data entering, data 
selection and data maintenance. An interface to Microcim's OPC Server for Delta 
Tau's PMAC® motion control boards is implemented in the program to demonstrate 
the ability of communication with CNC machines. A useful tool is also developed for 
importing the existing data from tables of other database systems or from a text file to 
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Because of a great variety, large number and high cost of tools used in manufacturing 
industry, tool information management about tools and tool applications becomes an 
important and complex job. The work carried out here is a cutting tool inforamtion 
management system. One of the objectives of this project is to construct a generic, 
comprehensive and extensible tool data structure using RDBMS(Relational Database 
Management System) with useful rules embedded in the relationships between tables, 
which can be used as an application and company independent data source for tool 
management purpose. Another objective is to develop a user-friendly interface under 
Windows operating system, so that end users can utilise the database without knowing 
the details of the table structures. Finally, a simple function is designed to demonstrate 
how this tool information management system can communicate with a CNC 
controller with latest technology OPC (OLE for Process Control). To achieve the 
objectives the application is decomposed into two parts. One part is an application 
independent cutting tool database system, which contains cutting tool information in a 
generic table structure. There are about 30 tool data tables containing cutting tool 
information. The tables consist of data on tools, tool holders, accessories, inserts, 
operations, recommended cutting data and application tips. The relationships between 
the tables are also established by applying constraints on related fields in the tables and 
junction tables. The rules and constraints for saving and selecting tools, inserts, holders 
and cutting data etc. are embedded in the structure of tables and relationships between 
tables of RDBMS. Tools can be selected by giving some criteria such as tool type, 
work-material, operation type and inserts. The second part is comprised of three 
modules. One of them is a user-friendly interface designed in Java language under 
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Windows operating system in order to facilitate data input, data selection and data 
maintenance for end users. Furthermore, these interfaces demonstrate how a set of 
queries can be assembled together to answer frequently asked questions and how easy 
an ad hoc request on the tool information can be fulfilled using SQL statements based 
on the related tables. Another module is an importing tool, which can extract existing 
data from tables of other tool database system or from a text file containing formatted 
tool data, manipulate the data to comply with the format of this database and then save 
the data into the relevant table. This effort is to improve the exchangeability of 
information between various systems. The third module is a simple user interface to a 
CNC controller via automation interface of OPC (OLE for Process Control) to 
demonstrate the possibility of integrating various systems into this tool management 
system.  
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Tools represent interfaces between work pieces and machines whose task is to satisfy 
the demands of a machining process optimally by making full use of the capabilities of 
machines. Availability of tools is of prime importance for uninterrupted production in 
a highly automated manufacturing environment [1]. Because of the continuous 
modification and development of tools, the tool value rises constantly. Tooling 
accounts for 25% to 30% of both fixed and variable costs in an automated 
manufacturing facility [2]. In the meantime, the number and the complexity of tools 
increased dramatically. With all these developments and changes of tools, tool 
management becomes an urgent and important issue for manufacturing industry and 
has attracted great attention in recent years. There are many definitions on tool 
management. One definition defined it as the capability of having the correct tools on 
the appropriate machines at the right time so that the desired quantities of work pieces 
are manufactured while maintaining acceptable utilisation of assets [3]. Tool 
management is critical for effective use of the cutting tools available in the 
manufacturing system to minimise cost, reduce machining time and increase quality. In 
addition, it facilitates the decision making of other non-manufacturing departments to 
design components, order tools and sale products. Further development of tool 
management system will lead towards building the competitive factory of the future 
[4]. 
Tooling is a major component of the cost of automated machining. Many benefits can 
be reaped by applying planning, control and monitoring strategy to tool management. 
The tooling related installation and operating problems are caused by the insufficient 
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functionality of software, inadequate provision of tooling at the spindle and lack of 
tool condition monitoring systems. To deal with the issues, the manufacturing 
community begins to develop and implement various tool management systems [2, 4, 
5, 6]. The published works on tool management system focus on the following major 
areas: Tool inventory control and tool selection; cutting parameters determination; tool 
pre-setting and tool delivery systems to the machine based on tool planing function; 
tool condition and processing monitoring and adaptive control; communication to the 
cell controller. All functions need sufficient tool related data and can be integrated 
with a centralised and comprehensive tool database system. Start from tool selection 
and inventory control, computer software can assist in tracking tools, inserts and 
holders at shop floor level, maintaining the tool data and inventory utilising the tool 
database, and choosing tools and cutting parameters according to the current operation 
and work material needs. Once the tools together with inserts, holders have been 
selected based on the required usage, they can be prepared in pre-set area for timely 
delivery of the tooling to the machine. The quantity of tools required, the order of 
deployment and the scheduled times should be determined and verified, and these 
factors are continuously monitored during manufacturing operations. The status of 
tools is also monitored on the machine. The monitoring may include tool breakage 
detection, tool wear detection and compensation, redundant tooling etc. The 
information collected on the machine will be transferred to a computer system so that 
it can be analysed and corresponding responses can be sent back to the machine via the 
communication channel. The tools will be disassembled and reworked after use and 
sent back to tool store. The objective of tool management efforts is to ensure optimal 
deployment of the correct tool in the right place just in time to minimise tool change 
times and tooling inventory. In order to carry out all the above functions relating to 
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tool management, tool information must be provided for selection, pre-setting tools, 
controlling and storing tool status, etc. At present, many tool management systems 
have been developed or are under development [1, 7, 8]. The systems are largely 
dependent on the structure and storage of tool information, which can be captured in a 
centralised and application independent database system forming the core of the tool 
management system. Manufacturing industry has a considerable need for data 
concerning tools and tool applications for tool management tasks [7]. The following 
sections introduce two main features of the tool management system. 
1.1 Tool database 
Recent developments have introduced database in tool management systems [5, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12]. Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) has been a focused 
topic in recent research because the database system can hold a large amount of data 
and organise the comprehensive and complex data using relationships and constraints. 
RDBMS can be used to construct a common data structure and store tool related 
information. The data modules should be application-independent, extensible, defined 
completely, and easy to understand and maintain. The Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) is the most efficient and reliable tool for the tool 
database design. The relational database's type system and execution environment are 
independent of the application programming language and operating system. In 
relational database, transactions are expressed in Structured Query Language (SQL), 
which is a set of commands that all programs and users must use to access data and 
control the database system. SQL has been accepted as the standard language for 
RDBMS. These features make it possible to develop a relatively independent system, 
which can be easily migrated from one database to other database systems and can be 
accessed by various applications and programming languages on different platforms. 
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The most important relationships are represented by primary keys and foreign keys. 
Each table can have one primary key and many foreign keys. The primary key is one 
or more fields whose value or values uniquely identify each record in a table. In a 
relationship, a primary key is used to refer to specific records in one table from another 
table. A primary key is called a foreign key when it is referred to from another table. 
You can have only one primary key, which allows each row in a table to be uniquely 
identified and ensures that no duplicate rows exist.  The "Inserts" table, for example, 
can use the insert code for the primary key. Foreign keys are one or more table fields 
that refer to the primary key field or fields in another table. A foreign key indicates 
how the tables are related i.e. the data in the foreign key and primary key fields must 
match. For example, a field containing insert types in “Inserts” table could be a foreign 
key to an "InsertType" table that stores valid insert types. It is used when establishing 
referential integrity for a database.  
A simple SQL query is shown below. The first and second line tell the database to 
retrieve field "InsertCode" from the "Inserts" table. The third line supplies the 
condition for this query, that means only the inserts with InsertType = 'R290' and 




WHERE InsertType = 'R290' AND CutEdgeLength = 12 
 
1.2 Tool selection, planning and information exchange 
The tool management begins at tool requirement, and decides which cutting tools will 
be needed, where and when, with the specifications of each tool [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21]. The cost of operations on machines heavily depends on the cutting 
conditions after the correct tools are selected. Some of recent research works, which 
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determined the optimum cutting conditions were able to consider many constraints like 
chip control, dynamic instability, allowable range of depths and feeds for the tool and 
work-holding limitations [16, 22, 23, 24]. Further more, tool planning and controlling 
need to be taken into account considering tool allocation, cutting conditions and tool 
replacement strategies in order to increase the speeds of machining. [3, 17, 22, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 30].  
Besides optimised information storage, tool planning and monitoring, a further 
objective of current research work concerns improvement of information transmission. 
In order to exchange information between various system modules via networks, some 
common protocols or standards must be applied to different systems including tool 
management system and NC machine etc. MMS (manufacturing message 
specification) is one of such standards, which is used to transmit tool information at 
shop floor level. Other standards e.g. CKCIM: Commission Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing and STEP: Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data are being 
carried out to simplify the exchange of information [1]. The state of the art OPC 
(originally OLE for Process Control) is an industry standard created with the 
collaboration of a number a leading automation and hardware software suppliers 
working in co-operation with Microsoft. The standard defines method for exchanging 
real time automation data among PC-based clients under Microsoft windows operating 
system. The organisation that manages this standard is the OPC Foundation. Based on 
Microsoft's OLE (now Active X), COM (component object model) and DCOM 
(distributed component object model) technologies, OPC consists of a standard set of 
interfaces, properties, and methods for use in process-control and manufacturing-
automation applications. The Active X/COM technologies define how individual 
software components can interact and share data. OPC provides a common interface 
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for communicating with diverse process-control devices, regardless of the controlling 
software or devices in the process. This makes it easy to integrate tool management 
systems with CNC machines. One of the implementation of OPC server is Microcim 
OPC Server for PMAC, which provides a standardised access to data from Delta Tau's 
PMAC motion control boards. This technique is used in this project to demonstrate the 
integration of tool management system with CNC machines.  
1.3 Major contribution of the thesis 
As above mentioned, in manufacturing systems the tool management system with 
essential tool information is of the utmost importance. Some important contributions 
made in this project are given below: 
• In this project, we construct a generic, extensible, centralised, application 
independent and self-contained database structure. The main advantage of this 
database is that the rules, constraints and relationships of the tool information are 
maintained in the table structure of RDBMS (Relational database management 
system). Junction tables are introduced to the tool database so that the tool 
information and selection rules can be created and assembled easily and efficiently 
in a flexible way using SQL statements.  
• A user-friendly windows application system is developed using VJ++ as an 
integrated information management system. User can use the menu driven 
application to manipulate the objects in tool database, select tool, insert, tool 
holding system and recommended cutting data and exchange data with various 
systems. 
• Implementing an interface using VJ++ to communicate with an open-architecture 
CNC controller via OPC server to demonstrate the ability for integrating the CNC 
into this tool information management system. 
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1.4 Thesis organization 
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: first, we outline some existing 
works related to the thesis in Chapter 2. Afterwards design of tool database module is 
given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 details the implementation of this tool information 
management including user interface, data exchange module and communication with 
CNC machine while Chapter 5 presents some experimental results. The thesis is 


















 Literature Review 
 
In this chapter, a review of recent articles of tool management systems is presented. 
The topics covered in these articles include tool information database, selection of tool 
information and user interfaces and communication.  
2.1 Database systems for tool information management  
A database management system can store data in a general format in the central 
database for applications to share. These general structures for tool data management 
are under development to avoid redundant and inconsistent data storage. For example, 
object oriented data modules enable the database to be generated and updated 
independently of any specific application [7]. In this way, the data exchange and data 
redundancy problems can be addressed.  
The company Independent Database for cutting tools implements a concept of central 
data management of catalogue information on cutting tools [8]. The data bank user is 
assisted by user-friendly interfaces in order to facilitate handling of the complex issues 
involved in tool data classification, data input and data selection. Often the tool data is 
stored in a format that complies with DIN standards (German Institute for 
standardisation).  
More and more companies are developing their electronic catalogs [9]. These 
electronic catalogs consist of data on tools, tool holders, accessories and 
recommendations for tool application. The simplest tool-selection software, which 
contains the company's catalog, can simplify the tool selection by providing a list of 
required tool parts. More advanced packages add some modules for selecting the 
optimum or proper tools for a given work material and/or a set of operating 
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parameters. There are some shortcomings of electronic catalogues, e.g. not very user-
friendly, no simple printing function, and some images are in poor quality. Further 
development works are expected to make the electronic catalogues easier to use and to 
break the bounds of the catalogue limitation to achieve more helpful functionalities.  
Some other works deal with tooling information management. They design 
applications for tool planning, scheduling, ordering, inspection and stocking using 
RDBMS in order to facilitate the tool control. Increasingly computerised machinability 
database systems are implemented recently. Bernard Anselmetti et al. (1995) presents a 
minimal database and an algorithm for determining cutting parameters in turning [10]. 
The main feature of this approach is that the data can be directly extracted from 
machine-tool documentation and from catalogues of tool-manufacturers and can be 
adjusted by the NC programmers. A disadvantage of this approach is that the system 
does not allow the user to generate a cost estimate or to consider tool wear problem. 
The efficiency of the computer controlled manufacturing equipment (e.g. CNC 
machines) and in particular the cost minimization of machining operations depend 
decisively upon the organization and management of the machining database as well as 
the quality and reliability of these data. S. Kastelic et al. in [11] explains the 
conceptual design of a relational database for machinability, which data can be used in 
CAPP, NC-programming and other preparatory operations for production. Optimum 
conditions and effective CA-process planing are determined based on the 
machinability data saved in a relational database system. 
Overall production efficiency is not only dependent on the capacity of machining 
centres, but also on a well developed tool management system; the latter is almost a 
prerequisite for effective FMS operations for every manufacturer. Bosco W. M. Chan 
presents a tool management system for flexible manufacturing [5]. The system is 
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capable of managing the tooling inventory, standardising the setup of tooling and 
workholders, selecting the optimal cutting conditions of each cutting tool for an 
operation as well as planning the tools for scheduled FMS operations by grouping 
tools according to their level of utilization. This tool management system utilises 
separated databases i.e. a tooling inventory database, jig and fixture database and 
machinability database and is considered to be comprehensive. Because the 
developments are stand-alone applications without database sharing and cannot be 
incorporated into a single environment due to the use of different development 
platforms, the system is not very flexible and compatible. Consequently, database 
centralisation is not possible. 
 
2.2 Research works on tool selection and tool planning 
The tool management system typically involves maintaining of an inventory of all 
tools; functions of improving tool forecasts and warnings of tool changes; reducing 
delays in the system and improving the reliability of tool information. Significant 
reductions in cost can be achieved by selecting the correct cutting tool and its related 
optimum cutting conditions. At present, some tool selection methods depend heavily 
upon the expertise, while some others are over simplified. The work reported by S. 
Hinduja and G. Barrow includes a semi-intelligent and a manual tool selection module 
[14]. The selection of tools can be subdivided into three stages. In the first stage, A list 
of tools, which are feasible for the given operation is selected considering insert 
material, and holding device. In the second stage, the cost of machining with each of 
these tools is determined according to depth of cut, feed and cutting force etc. In the 
third stage, the user selects tools with assistance from an interactive user interface. 
 Expert module for automatic tool selection in turning operations is another example as 
presented in [13]. The reasons using expert system for tool selection is because of the 
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variety of tool-holder and inserts. It’s not an easy task to choose the best combination 
of tool-holder and insert, and update tool selection system for the new tools frequently. 
This module has two important features. Firstly, a simple interactive interface is 
provided for creation, modification and retrieval of rules in knowledge base according 
to the most tool characteristics such as insert material, tool angles, shank dimensions, 
etc.  Secondly, automatic learning is achieved based on the previous stored 
information. The disadvantage is that the system depends heavily upon the expertise of 
the developer or user for an efficient structuring of the rule-based procedure. 
Because of a great variety, large number and high cost of tools, to select tools, which 
are not only functionally correct but also optimum is a complex job. A method to 
select the optimum tool set for a batch of turned components is reported by J.H. Zhang 
and S. Hinduja [28]. The optimisation is conducted according to either the minimum 
machining cost or minimum number of machine stoppages or a combination of both.  
Optimisation of rough turning operations leads to the significant reduction of 
machining cost because most of the stock is removed during this operation. A survey 
of present development work of tool selection systems shows that most of the systems 
did not consider some important features or functions, e.g. machining recesses, 
chipbreaking capability, machine power, stiffness, component throw-out and tool 
geometry. P. G. Maropoulos and S. Hinduja introduce a system including an advanced 
geometric module which performs not only collision detection but also complicated 
functions e.g. assessment of a tool for machining recess [15]. In addition, the 
geometrical de-coupling function is carried out automatically on a machining cost 
basis. Use of the optimum tool selection system results in the reduction in the tool 
stock, tool handling and management costs. Further more, the system can be used to 
evaluate the suitability of a machine for the production of a certain component. Similar 
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job has been done for finish turning by P. G. Maropoulos and S. Hinduja [21]. In the 
report, the authors describe a method to select tools considering a variety of constraints 
in relation to component geometry, material, tool, machine, work holding methods, 
chip-breaking, surface finish required and diametric tolerance. 
Artificial intelligence and knowledge base is another attractive field of recent research 
of CAPP systems. Artificial neural networks are designed for the automated selection 
of the parameters for a cutting tool [16]. These networks have been designed to 
represent the knowledge base of a software module in a CAPP system for determining 
the technological parameter like, insert grade, important tool angles, corner radius and 
shape of the chip breaker. 
A recent paper on tooling technology [18] by P G Maropoulos describes the concept of 
intelligent tool selection (ITS), which has five conceptual levels. They are machining 
operation, component and machine, multi-batch/single machine tool, multi-machine 
and shop floor/tool stores. P G Maropoulos and P A T Gill (1995) introduce the logic 
of a knowledge-base system for turning tool (ITS_KBS) selection [19, 20], which 
belongs to the first conceptual level of ITS in terms of functionality.  ITS_KBS has 
two main functions: one is the selection of tools for turning, facing or boring and the 
other is the specification of efficient cutting condition for those tools or for a new tool 
defined by the user. ITS_KBS also includes some other accessory functions, a user 
interface, a data management function and a sorting procedure for the results. 
ITS_KBS is mainly used when the user wishes to utilise tools and machining 
knowledge from previous, approved operations. It is also used when an operation is 
too complex to be modelled by an algorithmic method or when there is incomplete 
information. 
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The planning and control of tool flow is a crucial issue in FMC. Two strategies for tool 
management system are proposed by P Coleman et al. [3, 26]. These strategies 
consider the influence of work-oriented job allocation and tool-oriented algorithm, 
which groups jobs with similar machining operate and, hence, tool requirements. 
Strategies adopted depends on whether a strict throughput sequence and balanced 
workload are needed or if maximum economy in tool provision is considered more 
important. 
In [17], H.M. Rho et al. present the operation sequencing method, which 
simultaneously assigns single tools from a list of alternatives to each operation and 
manipulates the operation sequence for minimising the total number of tool changes 
and the number of required tools. Tooling configuration [27] takes into account the 
interaction among tools and the productivity of the system while minimising the 
investment. Tool provisioning is another aspect of tool management system, Robert De 
Souza describes a range of simple and efficient but cost-effective strategies for 
grouping tools, subject to tool magazine size constraint [25]. 
2.3 Tool information transmission and exchange  
Besides data storage and selection, manufacturing message specification is aimed at 
information transmission and exchange at shop floor level. Other standards e.g. CCIM: 
Commission Computer Integrated Manufacturing and STEP: Standard for the 
Exchange of Product Model Data are being carried out to simplify the exchange of 
information [1]. W.Eversheim and H. Rozenfeld, et al. proposed new NC-language 
considering all existing standards and covering the needs of all practicable 
programming methods, which can be integrated in an overall data flow concept based 
on the international interface specification STEP [31]. 
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One of the important tool management tasks is to transfer information on the machine 
tool to a computer system so that it can be analysed and corresponding responses can 
be sent back to the machine tool via the communication channel. Mamoru Mitsushi et 
al. in [32] presents an open architecture CNC CAD-CAM machining system, which 
maintains a stable cutting state using multi-axis force information from sensors and has 
capabilities for cutting state monitoring, adaptive control and learning. 
The translation, scheduling and control of both information and data in a CIM 
environment become a colossal problem when industry attempts to integrate 
incompatible and independent software and hardware together. A framework of an 
intelligent computer integrated manufacturing information and data exchange system, 
CIMIDES is introduced in [33]. The system contains an integrated framework and 
methodology for manipulation, interpretation, translation, control and scheduling of 
information and data within a CIM environment. CIMIDES controls the flow of 
information and co-ordinate the activities of ten expert systems, which communicate 
through a shared global database through the unified information network. The 
technique integrates several expert systems for the configuration, design, planning, 
scheduling, control and monitoring, schedules and prioritises the contributions of each 
MES (mini expert system) to the overall manufacturing problem by placing them on a 





 Tool database module design 
The project presented in this thesis concentrates on constructing a generic, centralised, 
application independent and self-contained database structure for tool information 
management. This system has many features as shown below: 
• Generic, the table structures for storing the tool information can be used for 
common tools and is not constructed just for a specific manufacturer.  
• Centralised, the tables containing tool information are kept in one database and can 
be manipulated by other applications through a network.  
• Application independent, the database is designed in such a way that all 
information can be accessed using standard SQL statement.  
• It is self-contained because all data including tool, insert, holder, tool operation, 
work-piece material are saved in the database with necessary relationships between 
the tables to construct the comprehensive tool information.  
• Extensible, more data modules and tool management related information could be 
easily added into new or existing tables to cover more tool management tasks 
without affecting the current application. More relationships between new modules 
and existing modules also can be constructed to introduce new rules to improve the 
functionality.  
Apart from basic tool information about tools, inserts, tool holders, the tool database 
also consists of operation, machine, work-piece material and cutting data information. 
In addition, the assembly information on modular tools and tool holding system, 
interaction of tools, operations and work-piece materials are implied in the 
relationships, foreign keys or constraints of tables in the database. There are three 
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categories of tables, namely configuration tables, central tables and junction tables, 
which are discussed in Section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Configuration tables 
include ToolType, ToolFamily, InsertGeometry, InsertType, ChipBreakerType, 
Grades, GradeType, MatchType, MountingType, Operations, ToolMaterial, 
WorkMaterial, WmaterialCrossRef, HolderType and Machine table. Central tables 
consist of Tool, ToolClass, Milling, Holder, HolderExtension, Adapter 
MillingCuttingSpeed, MillingSpeedAdjust, DrillingCuttingData table. Junction tables 
describe complex relationships among tables like ToolClass and Inserts, Operations 
and ToolFamily, Insert and WorkMaterial. Junction tables imply some rules for 
selection of matching material, operation, etc for tools and inserts. Insert_Tool, 
Tool_Operation and Insert_WorkMaterial table are in this category. 
3.1 Configuration tables 
All 15 configuration tables store basic information of tool data. They are ToolType, 
ToolFamily, InsertGeometry, InsertType, ChipBreakerType, Grades, GradeType, 
MatchType, MountingType, Operations, ToolMaterial, WorkMaterial and 
WmaterialCrossRef, HolderType and Machine table. These tables should be populated 
first because other junction tables and central tables need the data from these tables to 
establish the relationships so that the whole tool information can be constructed based 
on the configuration data. 
3.1.1 ToolType table 
This table saves the tool type information like boring, milling, and drilling, etc. This 
table has only a one-to-many relationship to ToolFamily table. The fields to establish 
the relationship are ToolType field of ToolType table and ToolType field of 
ToolFamily table. This relationship enforces referential integrity between the two 
tables, which means ToolType field in ToolFamily table must match one of the entries 
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in ToolType field of ToolType table so that we know a tool family belongs to milling, 
drilling, or other tool type. 
Table 3.1.1ToolType table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolType Text Primary key. Represent tool type like milling, 
drilling etc.  
Desc Text Description of a tool type. 
 
3.1.2 ToolFamily table 
ToolFamily table is constructed for flexibility and efficiency of tool data selecting and 
saving. It defines a set of tools that have the similar shape and functionality. This table 
has one to many relationships through ToolFamilyCode field with three tables, 
ToolClass, Insert_Tool and Tool_Operation, and a many to one relationship with 
ToolType table which has been described in introduction of ToolType table. This table 
provides the tool family information for ToolClass table to classify a tool class into a 
tool family. It can be joined with junction tables Insert_Tool and Tool_Operation in 
order to select the suitable inserts or operations for the tools. If we associate a set of 
inserts or a set of operations to a tool family, it means all the tools in this family can 
use the inserts and can perform the operations. It is more efficient than specifying the 
inserts and operations for each individual tool. For further information about the 
relationships, refer to related table descriptions. 
 
Table 3.1.2 ToolFamily table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolFamilyCode Text Primary key. Represent a tool family, which a 
tool class may belong to. e.g. COROMILL-200. 
It defines a set of tools that have the similar 
shape and functionality. 
ToolType Text Relate to a tool type (e.g. milling) in the 
ToolType table. The entry in this field must 
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match one of the items in ToolType field of 
ToolType table. 
Desc Text Description of a tool family. 
  
 
3.1.3 InsertGeometry table 
This table stores the different geometry of inserts and gives some recommendations for 
the usage of the geometry. For example, "light" geometry is for low cutting forces and 
is optimised for use in sticky material. This geometry is suitable for smaller machines. 
“Medium" geometry is for general use. The inserts with this geometry are for most 
materials and have higher edge toughness than "Light" geometry. The "Heavy" 
geometry has reinforced cutting edge for safe production. It is reliable in options where 
re-cutting of chips occurs with highest possible feed rate, but requires more power 
compared with light and medium geometry. The primary key GeometryCode links to 
Inserts table to give geometry information.  
 
Table 3.1.3 InsertGeometry table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
GeometryCode Text Primary key. Unique code for a kind of 
geometry. Establish one-to-many relationship to 
the same field of Inserts table. 
GeometryDesc Text Description of characters of the geometry. 
GeometryUsg Text Recommended usage for the geometry. 
  
3.1.4 InsertType table 
This table stores the types of inserts for Inserts table and can be used with Insert_Tool 
table for choosing inserts for a tool. The table has two relationships with Inserts and 
Insert_Tool table. Refer to the two tables for more information. 
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 Table 3.1.4 InsertType table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
InsertType Text Primary key. Type of insert. (E.g. R245 for all 
the inserts that are suitable for R245 milling 
tools.) 
Desc Text Description 
 
 
3.1.5 ChipBreakerType table 
Chip breaker type for the inserts is gathered in this table (including related ISO type if 
applicable). It has one-to-many relationship with Inserts table.  
 
Table 3.1.5 ChipBreakerType table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ChipBreakerType Text Primary key. Chip breaker type for inserts. 
ISOType Text Related ISO chip breaker type. 
  
 
3.1.6 Grades table 
This table describes the grades of inserts, ISO grade code and corresponding cutting 
materials for the grades. Three relationships are established for this table. The field 
GradeType in this table looks up the values from GradeType table, which provides the 
grade material information. Another is the relationship between this table and Inserts 
table to provide grade information for inserts. The last one is a relationship to 
Insert_Workmaterial, which will be discussed in Insert_Workmaterial table. 
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Table 3.1.6 Grades table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
GradeCode Text Primary key. Unique code to represent a grade. 
GradeType Text Specifying the designation of hard cutting 
materials.Link to GradeType table for material 
details. 
ISOGrade Text Equivalent ISO grade. 
Desc Text Recommended usage. 
 
 
3.1.7 GradeType table 
This table saves the grade type and related cutting material information of inserts. For 
example, GradeType CN is nitride ceramics containing primarily silicon nitride 
(Si3N4). There is a one-to-many relationship to Grade table via GradeType field. 
 
Table 3.1.7 GradeType table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
GradeType Text Primary key. Represent the designation of hard 
cutting materials. 
Desc Text Material details for the grade type. 
 
3.1.8 MatchType table 
This table describes the type of match for the junction tables in which various 
relationships between tables are stored. Match type in these junction tables determines 
the type of relationship, which may take effect for a specific record. For example, if 
MatchType field of a record in Insert_Tool table is "ToolFamilyCode_InsertType", 
that means this record represents relationship of ToolFamilyCode and InsertType.  
This table provides MatchType and Match level information for three junction tables 
through three one-to-many relationships. Introducing match type in the junction tables 
provides the flexibility for selecting the data and eases the data entry work. See 
junction tables' description in Section 3.3 for details. 
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 Table 3.1.8 MatchType table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
MatchType Text Primary key. Specifying the type of match for 
the junction tables. For example, 
ToolFamilyCode_InsertType means the record 
in the table represent the relationship between 
ToolFamilyCode and InsertType. 
Desc Text Description. 
MatchLevel Text Priority of the match type. This field is kept for 
extensibility to specify which match type is 
preferred or should be eliminate from the 
results. 
 
3.1.9 MountingType table 
This table describes the mounting type for all the tools (Milling, drilling, etc.) and tool 
holding system (e.g. tool holder, holder extension, adapter, etc.). It has one-to-many 
relationship to all these tables. This information is important for choosing the holding 
system for the tools and is usually used with MountingDimension field in tool related 
and holder related tables. 
 
Table 3.1.9 MountingType table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
MountingType Text Primary key. Mounting type for tools and 
holders (e.g. Arbor, Cylindrical, etc.) 
Desc Text Description 
 
3.1.10 Operations table 
This table defines the operations can be performed by the tools. For example, 
OperationID S-MFM stands for operation type "Facemilling Semi-finishing". A one-
to-many relationship is established between this table and junction table 
Too_Operation(Section 3.3.2) in order to provide operation information. 
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Table 3.1.10 Operations table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
OperationID Text Primary key. Unique ID for the operation type. 
OperationType Text Define the operation type like Facemilling-
finishing and Endmilling etc. 
 
 
3.1.11 ToolMaterial table 
This table stores the tool material information, which tools are made of. One-to-many 
relationship to ToolClass table. 
 
Table 3.1.11 ToolMaterial table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolMaterialCode Text Primary key. Unique code for a kind of tool 
material. 
ToolMaterialType Text Type of tool material. 
Usage Text Recommended usage. 
 
3.1.12 WorkMaterial table 
This table stores work piece material data. This table is related to Insert_WorkMaterial 
table by a one-to-many relationship. This table is mainly used for selecting inserts by 
matching grades or inserts with a range of values of WmaterialCode through a junction 




Table 3.1.12 WorkMaterial table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
WmaterialCode Text Primary key. Work piece material code like 
K01. 
Desc Text Work piece material represented by the material 
code. (E.g. K01 represents cast iron.) 
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3.1.13 WMaterialCrossRef table 
This table stores a cross-reference of work piece material data. Knowing a material 
code from one standard, the corresponding code represented by other standards can be 
found in this table. For example, one work-piece material represented by Sweden 
standard SS is 1672, from this table we know the corresponding CMC code is 01.2. 
CMC stands for Coromant Materail Classification, which is required for selecting the 
recommended cutting speed data for Coromant tools. The cutting data recommended 
by Coromant are used as samples in this tool management system. This table has 
relationship with DrillingCuttingData and MillingCuttingSpeed table via CMC fields. 
Refer to DrillingCuttingData(Section 3.2.9) and MillingCuttingSpeed(Section 3.2.11) 
tables for details. 
 
Table 3.1.13 WMaterialCrossRef table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
CMC Text Coromant Material Classification 
SS Text Work piece material represented by Sweden 
standard. 
DIN Text Work piece material represented by Germany 
standard. 
ISO Text ISO category of the work piece material. 
Desc Text Description 
 
 
3.1.14 HolderType table 
This table stores tool holder type, which is related to Holder (Section 3.2.6), 
HolderExtension (Section 3.2.7) and Adaptor (Section 3.2.8) tables to tell if the holder 
is a basic holder, solid holder, holder extension or an adaptor etc. One-to-many 
relationships are created between this table and the three holder related tables.  
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Table 3.1.14 HolderType table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
HolderType Text Primary key. Including Basic, Extension and 
Adaptor types. 
Desc Text Description of holder type. 
 
3.1.15 Machine table 
Machine types are kept in this table for determining holding system. One-to-many 
relationship between this table and holder table is created for selection the basic holder 
of holding system. 
Table 3.1.15 Machine table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
MachineType Text Primary key. Type of machine for mounting. 
Desc Text Description of holder type. 




3.2 Central tables 
Eleven central tables can be roughly classified into three categories, 1) tool and inserts, 
2) holding system and 3) cutting data. Tool and insert category contains Tool, 
ToolClass, Milling, Drilling and Inserts table. Holding system consists of Holder, 
HolderExtension and Adapter table. Cutting data group is comprised of 
MillingCuttingSpeed, MillingSpeedAdjust and DrillingCuttingData table, which are 
used to find recommended cutting data from Sandvik Coromant company for milling 
and drilling tools. 
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3.2.1 Tool table 
This table stores the data of every complete individual or physically presented tool and 
each tool belongs to a tool class kept in the ToolClass table. The only relationship is to 
ToolClass table via ToolCode field to get tool class information. 
 
Table 3.2.1 Tool table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolId Text Primary key. A unique id to identify each 
individual tool. 
ToolCode Text This code relates to the ToolCode field of 
ToolClass table. It means this tool belongs to the 
tool class. 
ToolWear Number Wear of the current tool. 




3.2.2 ToolClass table 
ToolClass table defines characteristics of tools. It stores the common information 
about all the tools. The specific information of different kinds of tools are kept in 
corresponding tables named milling, drilling, turning, etc. Seven relationships are 
maintained between this table and many other tables, including central table Tool, 
Milling and Drilling, configuration table ToolFamily and ToolMaterial, two junction 
tables Insert_Tool and Tool_Operation. The details of relationships are described in 
Figure 3.2.1, which shows graphic view of the relationships. The relationship between 
two tables is represented by a line. The "one to many" relationship is represented by 
number “1” and infinity sign. Each record in the table with the symbol "1" may link to 
many records in another table with infinity sign.
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 Figure 3.2.1 Relationships of ToolClass group
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 1) The one-to-many relationship to Tool table is to provide tool class information for 
the physically presented tools. 
2) The relationship to ToolMaterial is to get tool material information. 
3) A tool class belongs to a tool family, and this rule is represented by the relationship 
to ToolFamily via ToolFamilyCode fields. 
4) There are two special relationships between this table and Milling, Drilling tables. 
These two tables are called supplementary tables and provide detailed information 
about a tool class through one-to-one relationships. In a one-to-one relationship, 
each record in table ToolClass represented by a ToolCode can have only one 
matching record in table Milling or Drilling, and each record represented by a 
ToolCode in table Milling or Drilling can have only one matching record in table 
ToolClass. This kind of relationship is required because Milling and Drilling 
classes have some common features (e.g. both belongs to a tool family) and also 
have some special characters (e.g. number of teeth is of interesting to milling tools, 
but drill diameter and drill depth is specific for drilling tools). If all the specific 
information is kept in one table, the table structure will be very messy and therefor 
difficult to manage. To store such information properly, the common features are 
saved in ToolClass table and specific characters are kept in supplementary tables 
Milling or Drilling. For example, to save a tool class with ToolCode R245-
125Q40-12L into this structure, the ToolCode should be inserted in ToolClass table 
first with its common data (ToolFamilyCode, etc) and the same ToolCode will be 
added to Milling table with specific data (NoOfTeeth, etc). A sample SQL code for 
adding the data is : 
INSERT INTO ToolClass (ToolCode, ToolFamily[, other fields of ToolClass]) 
VALUES ('R245-125Q40-12L', 'COROMILL-245' [, other values]) 
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 INSERT INTO Milling (ToolCode, NoOfTeeth[, other fields of Milling]) 
VALUES ('R245-125Q40-12L', 6 [, other values]) 
 
 Now the question is how to bring that information back together again to assemble 
a whole tool class. To retrieve the information, we can just match the ToolCode 
fields of ToolClass and one of the supplementary tables Milling or Drilling. The 
SQL statement for this job is as follows: 
SELECT ToolClass.ToolCode, ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode[,other fields in 
ToolClass] 
Milling.NoOfTeeth [, other fields in Milling] 
FROM ToolClass, ToolFamilyCode  
WHERE ToolClass.ToolCode = Milling.ToolCode 
and ToolClass.ToolCode = 'R245-125Q40-12L' 
 
This statement finds the tool class 'R245-125Q40-12L', matches records in the two 
tables and retrieves required fields from two tables. The one-to-one relationship is 
enforced by "WHERE" clause. 
5) One-to-many relationship to junction table Insert_Tool via ToolCode fields to 
specify which insert or insert type is suitable for a specific tool class. See 
description of Insert_Tool for details 
6) One-to-many relationship to junction table Tool_Operation via ToolCode fields to 
specify whether a tool class can perform an operation. See description of 







Table 3.2.2 ToolClass table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolCode Text Primary key. A tool class that represents a 
category of one part tools or a functional 
combination of components of modular tools. 
ToolFamilyCode Text Family Code links to ToolFamily table. 
ToolHandside Text Right, Left or Neutral. 
ToolMaterialCode Text The material that a tool is made of. Link to 
ToolMaterial table. 
GraphicName Text The graphic file name for this kind of tools. This 
file can be displayed on the screen by tool 
management application. 
ToolCost Currency Cost of this class of tool. 
ToolQuantity Number Quantity of this class of tools. 
 
3.2.3 Milling 
This table keeps all data, which is specific to milling tools. Look for other common 
data for a tool in the ToolClass table through one-to-one relationship. Refer to 
ToolClass table for details. 
 
Table 3.2.3 Milling table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolCode Text Primary key. Link to ToolClass table for other 
common information of this tool. 
ProgLen Text Programming length of a tool (l1 in Coromant). 
TotalLen Text Total ength of a milling tool with cylindrical 
mounting type (l2 in Coromant). 
ReachLen Text Reach length of a tool with cylindrical mounting 
type (l3 in Sandvik Cormant). 
MaxCutDepth Number Maximum cutting depth for the milling tool. ap 
in Sandvik Cormant 
Max_rpm Number Maximum number of rounds per minute. 
CutterDiameter Number Cutter diameter. (Dc in Cormant). 
CutterDiameterOuter Number Cutter outer diameter.(e.g. Dc2 or De in 
Cormant) 
MountingDimension Number For milling, this is a diameter for choosing 
holding system. Normally this field is used with 
MountingType (e.g. dmm/D5m in Cormant) 
MountingType Text Type of mounting. (e.g. Arbor or Cylindrical 
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shank for Cormant) This is used together with 
MountingDimension for selecting suitable 
holding system. 
NoOfTeeth Number Number of teeth of the milling tool 
EnteringAngle Number Entering angle of the milling tool.(e.g. 45, 90, 
etc) 
TopRakeAngle Number Top rake angle for the milling tool.(e.g. +23 
+10, +, etc) It needs higher cutting force for 




 3.2.4 Drilling table 
This table keeps all data that is specific for drilling tools. Look for other common data 
in the ToolClass table through one-to-one relationship. Refer to ToolClass table for 
details. 
 
Table 3.2.4 Drilling table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolCode Text Primary key. Link to ToolClass table for other 
common information of this tool. 
DrillLength Number l3s in Coromant. 
DrillDepth Number Recommended maximum of drill depth. l4 in 
Coromant. 
ToolLength Number Total length of a drilling tool. l2 in Coromant 
MaxCutDepth Number Maximum cutting depth for the drilling tool. ap 
in Coromant 
ProgLen Number Programming length. 
DrillDiameter Number Drill diameter measured from the top of the 
drill. (Dc in Coromant) 
MaxDrillDiameter Number For indexable drills which diameter can be 
adjusted to this value. 
Max_rpm Number Maximum number of rounds per minute. 
RakeAngle Number Normal rake angle for the drilling tool. 
CutEdgeAngle Number Entering angle of the drilling tool.(e.g. Kr in 
Coromant) 
MountingDimension Number For drilling tool, this is a diameter used with 
MountingType for choosing holding system. 
(e.g. dmm/D5m in Cormant) 
MountingType Text Type of mounting. (e.g. Varilock or Coromant 
Whistle Notch for Cormant) ,This is used 
together with MountingDimension for selecting 
suitable holding system. 
HoleTolerance Text Hole tolerance, e.g. IT8-9 or together with 
HoleToleranceUpper to present a range. 
HoleToleranceUpper Text Upper bound of the hole tolerance. 
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 Figure 3.2.2 Relationships of inserts and holding system groups
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3.2.5 Inserts table 
This table keeps inserts data for the tools. If the tool is one-part tool, the insert table 
stores the tool tip information for it. As shown in Figure 3.2.2(relationships of inserts 
and holding system), there are six relationships between this table and many other 
tables. The relationships and their functions are discussed below: 
1) One-to-many relationship between InsertType and this table to define a set of 
inserts which have similar functionality. 
2) One-to-many relationship to InsertGeometry table via GeometryCode fields. This 
relationship determines whether the insert is feasible for heavy, medium or light 
operations and other geometry information. 
3) One-to-many relationship with ChipBreakerType table by matching 
ChipBreakerType fields in two tables to specify chip breaker type of an insert. 
4) One-to-many relationship is maintained between Grades and this table to look up 
grade information about inserts. Grade of an insert can determine whether the 
insert is suitable for some kinds of work-piece material, it’s an important character 
of inserts. 
5) One-to-many relationship with junction table Insert_Tool is used to find suitable 
tool body for an insert. Details are introduced in Insert_Tool table. 
6) One-to-many relationship is created between this table and junction table 
Insert_WorkMaterial via MaterialMatchCode fields in order to specify suitable 
work-piece material for an insert. This relationship is not common because 
normally inserts match their suitable material through Grades table. See 





Table 3.2.5 Inserts table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
InsertCode Text Primary key. Unique code for each different 
insert. 
GradeCode Text Foreign key. Coromant grade links to Grades 
table. This field will be used to match the 
workpiece material in Insert_WorkMaterial 
table for selecting proper inserts. 
InsertType Text Foreign key. Look up type of inserts in 
InsertType table. 
InsertSize Text A standard size of an insert. Used to select 
inserts for a tool. 
InsertUsage Text Some usage recommendations for this insert. 
GeometryCode Text Foreign key. Insert geometry for different 
usage(e.g. heavy, light, etc.). This field links to 
InsertGeometry table for detail 
recommendations. 
CutEdgeLength Number Cutting edge length of the insert. For some 
inserts this value is used for InsertSize field. 
ChipBreakerType Text Foreign key. Type of chip breaker. Link to 
ChipBreakerType table for description. 
CornerAngle Number Corner angle 
NoseRadius Number Insert nose radius. rε
GradeChoice Number Determine if this insert is the first choice. This 
field takes value of 1, 2, 3,…. Value 1 means 
this insert is one of the most suitable inserts 
regarding the grade choice. 
ClearanceAngle Number  Clearance angle. 
R_ChipThickness Number  Recommended chip thickness. For milling 
cutting data selection. 
 
 
3.2.6 Holder table 
This table keeps basic and solid tool holder information. A modular holder can be 
assembled by a basic holder, holder extensions and tool adapters. This kind of holders 
are needed when 1) tooling is required for a variety of machines with different taper 
size or designs; 2) component complexity demands a high number of special tools. 
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Modular holders offer significant reductions in tool inventory. A solid holder is a one-
part holder that links tool and machine together. This kind of holders is suitable for 
dedicated machines, which produce components not to be changed frequently or for 
tools that are unchanged for the majority of tooling setups, such as face mill arbors and 
end mill holders of fixed gauge length. Intermediate adapters (i.e. holder extensions 
used to complete gauge length requirements) are kept in the HolderExtension table and 
tool adapters used for linking tools and adapters or holder extensions are saved in 
Adaptor table.  
To select a tool holding system, follow the steps below: 
• Decide which system is feasible, modular or solid holder and select them based on 
HolderType field in the Holder table 
• Find available basic holders for a particular machine spindle type based on 
MachineType and TaperType fields of Holder table.  
For example, the following SQL statement selects basic holders for machine type 
'ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A': 
SELECT HolderCode, HolderType, TaperType, CouplingSize, MountingType, 
MountingDimension1, MachineType 
FROM Holder 
WHERE holdertype = "BASIC" and MachineType = "ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A"; 
 
• Find style of adapters, mounting type, mounting dimension according to the type of 
application by matching MountingType_Tool, MountingDimension1 and 
MountingDimension2 fields in the Adaptor table with mounting type and mounting 
dimension of a tool in respective tool class tables (Milling or Drilling). The 
relationships between the two tables are enforced via MountingType and 
MountingDimension fields. 
For example, the SQL code below finds adapters for face-mill R245-080Q27-12L: 
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FROM Adaptor, Milling 
WHERE Adaptor.MountingDimension1 = Milling.MountingDimension AND 
Adaptor.MountingType_Tool = Milling.MountingType AND  
Adaptor.HolderType= "Adaptor" and  Milling.ToolCode = "R245-080Q27-12L"; 
 
•  Match previously selected holder and adapters using mounting type, coupling size 
and mounting dimensions (optional) to find a list of feasible combinations of 
holders and adapters. The fields to establish the relationships involved in this 
matching operation may include MountingType_Tool, CouplingSize and 
Dimension_Holder (optional) in Adaptor table and MountingType, CouplingSize 
and MountingDimension1 (optional) of Holder table. 
The corresponding SQL statement is as follows: 
SELECT Milling.ToolCode, Adaptor.AdaptorCode, Holder.HolderCode 
FROM Adaptor, Milling, Holder 
WHERE Adaptor.MountingDimension1 = Milling.MountingDimension AND 
Adaptor.MountingType_Tool = Milling.MountingType and Adaptor.HolderType= 
"Adaptor" and  Milling.ToolCode = "R245-080Q27-12L" and 
Adaptor.MountingType_Holder = Holder.MountingType and 
Adaptor.CouplingSize = Holder.CouplingSize and 









Table 3.2.6 Holder table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
HolderCode Text Unique holder code. 
HolderType Text Foreign key. Type of holder, Basic or Solid. 
Link to HolderType table  
TaperType Text ISO taper type code that matches the machine 
taper type. 
CouplingSize Text Coupling size, one relationship for matching a 
tool holder or holder extension. Not used for  
solid holders. 
MountingType Text Mounting type, establishes a relationship to the 
holder or holder extension, this type will be used 
to match the tools or adapters' mounting type for 
selecting the holding system. 
MountingDimension1 Text Mounting dimension, a relationship for 
matching the tool or adapter's mounting 
dimension. dmt for tool or d5m for other adaptor 
or extension in Coromant. 
MountingDimension2 Text Mounting dimension, a relationship for 
matching the tool or adapter's mounting 
dimension. d5t in Coromant. 
ProgLen Number (Single) Programming length. l1 in Coromant. 
MachineType Text Machine type for mounting. Foreign key, links 
to machine table for selecting holders for a 
machine. 
HolderName Text Name of the holder (optional). 
ManufacturerName Text Manufacture name of the holder. 
 
3.2.7 HolderExtension table 
This table keeps holder extension data that is used to complete gauge length 
requirements. There are two kinds of information saved in this table. One is mounting 
data to the holder or basic holders, the other is to match mounting dimension of tools 






Table 3.2.7 HolderExtension table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ExtensionCode Text Unique holder extension code. 
HolderType Text Type of holder (i.e. Intermediate). Foreign key 
to HolderType table. 
MountingType_Holder Text Mounting type to the holder. Define a 
relationship to MountingType of Holder table. 
This field is used with CouplingSize_Holder or 
Dimension_Holder in order to choose proper 
holding system. 
MountingType_Adaptor Text Mounting type to the adaptor. Define a 
relationship to MountingType of Adaptor table. 
This field is used with CouplingSize_Adaptor or 
Dimension_Adaptor in order to choose proper 
holding system. 
CouplingSize_Holder Text Coupling size for the MoutingType_Holder, this 
field is used to match coupling size of holder 
with the same mounting type and has a 
relationship to CouplingSize in Holder table. 
CouplingSize_Adaptor Text Coupling size for the MoutingType_Adaptor. A 
key of relationship, this field is used to match 
coupling size of adaptor with the same mounting 
type. 
Dimension_Holder Text This is an optional mounting dimension for 
choosing the holder. 
Dimension_Adaptor Text This is an optional mounting dimension for 
choosing the adptor. 
ProgLen Number Programming length of the extension. l1 in 
coromant. 
HolderName Text Name of the holder (optional). 
ManufacturerName Text Manufacture name of the holder (optional). 
 
 
3.2.8 Adaptor table 
This table contains adaptor data. Tools are connected to holders or holder extensions 
using adaptors. Given a tool with mounting type and mounting size, we can choose 
adptors for the tool using MountingType_Tool, MountingDimension1 and 
MountingDimension2, which define relationships to respective fields in Milling or 
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Drilling table.  In addition, we can find suitable holder or holder extension using 
MountingType_Holder and CouplingSize or Dimension_Holder, which define the 
relationships to Holder and HolderExtension table. 
 
Table 3.2.8 Adaptor table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
AdaptorCode Text Primary key. Unique adptor code. 
HolderType Text Type of holder (i.e. Adaptor). Foreign key to 
HolderType table. 
MountingType_Holder Text Mounting type to the holder. This field is used 
with CouplingSize or Dimension_Holder in 
order to choose proper holder or holder 
extension. A key of relationship to Holder and 
HolderExtension table. 
MountingType_Tool Text Mounting type to the Tools. This field is used 
with MountingDimension1 and 
MountingDimension2 in order to match the tool 
mounting type and size. A key of relationship to 
Tool table. 
CouplingSize Text Coupling size for the MoutingType_Holder, this 
field is used to match coupling size of holder 
with the same mounting type. A key of 
relationship to Holder and HolderExtension 
tables. 
Dimension_Holder Text Optional. A characteristic dimension for the 
MoutingType_Holder, this field is used to match 
dimension of the holders with the same 
mounting type and coupling size. 
MountingDimension1 Text This is a mounting dimension for matching the 
mounting size of the tools. 
MountingDimension2 Text This is a mounting dimension for matching the 
mounting size of the tools. 
ProgLen Number (Single) Programming length of the adaptor. l1 in 
coromant. 
HolderName Text Name of the holder (optional). 




3.2.9 MillingCuttingSpeed table 
This table gives the recommended cutting speed based on work piece material, insert, 
tool family and its grade for milling tools. The cutting speeds given in this table are 
valid for a specific material hardness. If the material being machined differs in 
hardness from those values, the recommended cutting speed must be multiplied by a 
factor obtained from the table MillingSpeedAdjust. In order to get cutting speed for 
milling operation, five tables are needed. They are Milling, Inserts, 
MillingSpeedAdjust, WmaterialCrossRef and this table. The following steps describe 
how to obtain recommended cutting speed for a milling tool:  
• Get the maximum chip thickness (hex) for the selected insert from 
R_ChipThickness field of Inserts table and grade code for the insert from 
GradeCode field of Inserts table. For example, to find cutting speed for cutter 
R245-125Q40-12M, insert R245-12-T3-M-PM-4030 with grade GC4030 and 
work-piece material SS1672-08( represented by Sweden standard SS )with 
hardness of HB180, the SQL code for the first step is as follows: 
SELECT GradeCode, R_ChipThickness 
From Inserts 
Where InsertCode = "R245-12T3M-PM-4030" 
• Find the corresponding Coromant Material Classification (CMC) code from CMC 
field of WmaterialCrossRef table according to the material code represented by 
other standards. For example, the corresponding CMC code (i.e. 01.2 for this case) 
for work-piece material SS1672-08 represented by Sweden standard SS can be find 
this way: 
SELECT CMC, SS 
FROM WmaterialCrossRef 
WHERE SS = "1672-08" 
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• Retrieve recommended cutting speeds for a specific hardness and three chip 
thicknesses from MillingCuttingSpeed based on previously selected CMC code, 
ToolFamilyCode and GradeCode. A sample SQL statement is shown below: 
SELECT HB, ChipThickness1, ChipThickness2, ChipThickness3, Speed1, Speed2, 
Speed3 
FROM MillingCuttingSpeed 
WHERE CMC = "01.2" AND ToolFamilyCode = "COROMANT-245" AND 
GradeCode = "GC4030" 
After getting these values, a simple linear interpolation may be needed to calculate 
the cutting speed if the given chip thickness value lies between two of adjacent 
chip thickness values obtained from this table:  
vc = 
ess1chipthickn - ess2chipthickn
ed1cuttingspe - ed2cuttingspe  × (hex - chipthickness1) + cuttingspeed1 
For this case, cuttingspeed2 = 265, cuttingspeed1 = 325, chipthickness2 = 0.2 
chipthickness1 = 0.1, given hex = 0.17mm  
vc = (265-325)*(0.17-0.1)/(0.2-0.1)+325 = 283m/min 
This cutting speed is valid for hardness HB150. But the hardness for this case is 
HB180, a compensation factor of 0.925 for the deviation of +30 units is calculated 
based on the fields P20 and P40 found from table MillingSpeedAdjust with CMC 
01(see table MillingSpeedAjust for details). The compensated cutting speed 
becomes 0.925 * 283 = 262 m/min. 
 
Table 3.2.9 MillingCuttingSpeed table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ID Number (Long) Primary key. Unique id. 
ToolFamilyCode Text Family code for the milling tool. A relationship 
to ToolFamily table. The cutting speed may 
vary for the same CMC but different tool family 
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of milling tool. 
CMC Text Coromant material classification, which 
represents work piece material. A cross 
reference among other standards is described in 
WmaterialCrossRef tabel. 
HB Text Hardness of the work piece material. 
GradeCode Text Grade for the insert to be used. Serve as a key of 
relationship to Grades and Inserts table. 
ChipThickness1 Number (Single) First chip thickness for interpolating to calculate 
cutting speed. 
ChipThickness2 Number (Single) Second chip thickness for interpolating to 
calculate cutting speed. 
ChipThickness3 Number (Single) Third chip thickness for interpolating to 
calculate cutting speed. 
Speed1 Number (Single) Cutting speed related to ChipThickness1 for 
interpolation. 
Speed2 Number (Single) Cutting speed related to ChipThickness2 for 
interpolation. 




3.2.10 MillingSpeedAdjust table 
This table is used with MillingCuttingSpeed and gives the adjustment to obtain cutting 
speed values according to the hardness of the material. If the deviation between actual 
hardness value and the value obtained from MillingCuttingSpeed table is not exactly 
the same as shown in this table, interpolation is required for the specific hardness value 
in order to calculate the corresponding compensation factor. For the case mentioned in 
description of MillingCuttingSpeed, cutting speed obtained from table 
MillingCuttingSpeed is valid for hardness HB150 and the hardness for the material 
being machined is HB180. A compensation factor of 0.92 for the deviation of +30 
units is calculated based on the fields P20 and P40 found from table 
MillingSpeedAdjust with CMC 01. The recommended cutting speed must be 
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multiplied by this factor. Spindle speed (n) and table feed(vf) can be computed using 
this cutting speed.  
Table 3.2.10 MillingSpeedAdjust table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
CMC_No Text Coromant material classification number. 
M80 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 80 
lower than the hardness obtained from 
MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
M60 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 80 
lower than the hardness obtained from 
MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
M40 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 80 
lower than the hardness obtained from 
MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
M20 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 80 
lower than the hardness obtained from 
MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
0 Number (Single) The value in this field should be 1 all the time. 
P20 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 20 
higher than the hardness obtained from 
MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
P40 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 40 
higher than the hardness obtained from 
MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
P60 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 60 
higher than the hardness obtained from 
MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
P80 Number (Single) Keep compensation factor for the case that the 
actual hardness of work piece material is 80 




 3.2.11 DrillingCuttingData table 
This table describes the cutting data for drilling tools. One can query this table for the 
recommended cutting data including feed rate, cutting speed based on drill diameter, 
drill type, work piece material and insert information. Given a drilling tool, an insert 
(or tool tip information for one-part tools) and work-piece material represented by 
ToolCode, InsertCode, material code and hardness we can find drilling cutting data as 
follows: 
• Find drill diameter, ToolFamilyCode for a drilling tool from ToolClass and 
Drilling tables. 
SELECT ToolClass.ToolCode, ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode, Drilling.DrillDiameter 
FROM ToolClass, Drilling 
WHERE ToolClass.ToolCode = Drilling.ToolCode and 
ToolClass.ToolCode = "A given tool code" 
• Retrieve GradeCode from Inserts table according to a given InsertCode. 
SELECT InsertCode, GradeCode  
FROM Inserts 
WHERE InsertCode = "a given InsertCode" 
• Get corresponding CMC code from WmaterialCrossRef table based on a standard 
material code. 
• Choose cutting speed and feed rate from DrillingCuttingData according to above 
selected information. 
SELECT Speed1, Speed2, Feed1, Feed2 
FROM DrillingCuttingData 
WHERE CMC = "Given CMC" and ToolFamilyCode = "Given ToolFamilyCode" 
and Diameter1 >= Given DrillDiameter and Diameter2 <= Given DrillDiameter 
and Condition = "Normal" and HB1>= Given hardness and HB2 <= Given 
hardness 
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 The obtained values of speed and feed define a range of feasible values for the drill 
diameter and hardness in a specific scope. That means user can choose any value 
fall within speed1 to speed2 as recommended cutting speed and any value between 
feed1 and feed2 as recommended feed rate. 
 
Table 3.2.11 DrillingCuttingData table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ID Number (Long) Unique id. 
ToolFamilyCode Text Family code for the drilling tool. Define a 
relationship to ToolFamily table. 
CMC Text  Coromant Material Classification. A cross 
reference among other standards is described in 
WmaterialCrossRef tabel. 
Material Text Description for the work piece material. Just for 
reference, not used for selecting cutting data. 
HB1 Text HB1 and HB2 represent a range of hardness of 
work piece material, which the cutting speed 
and feed rate apply to. 
HB2 Text See HB1. 
GradeCode Text Insert or tool tip grade used to choose the 
cutting data. A key of relationship to Grades and 
Inserts table. 
GradeSystem Text Specify which grade system is used, ISO or 
Coromant. 
Speed1 Number (Single) Upper boundary of recommended cutting speed 
(vc in m/min) 
Speed2 Number (Single) Lower boundary of recommended cutting speed 
(vc in m/min) 
Diameter1 Number (Single) Diameter1 and Diameter2 represent a range of 
drill diameter, which the recommended speed 
and feed are valid for. 
Diameter2 Number (Single) See Diameter1. 
Feed1 Number (Single) Recommended feed rate fn in mm/r. Feed1 and 
Feed2 represent a range of feed rates related to a 
range of diameters and hardness. 
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Feed2 Number (Single) See Feed1. 
Condition Text The cutting conditions for the drilling. (E.g. 
Bad, good and Normal). 
InsertPosition Text Insert positioning for indexable drills.(e.g. 
Central and peripheral) 
 
 
3.3 Junction tables 
Three tables are in this category. These tables describe complex relationships between 
tables like ToolClass, Inserts, Operations, ToolFamily etc and imply some rules for 
selection of matching material, operation, etc for tools and inserts. In order to link the 
compatible components by means of identification number, all possible combinations 
would need to be entered and stored. It is sometimes very tedious and error prone. To 
simplify the data entry and matching in most cases, matching type is introduced in 
these tables to determine the applied relationship. This novel method facilitates the 
data entering to create the relationships and data selecting using rules embedded in the 
structure. 
3.3.1 Insert_Tool table 
This table describes relationship between tool class and inserts. It is mainly used for 
selecting inserts for a tool. Every tool belongs to a tool family represented by 
ToolFamilyCode and every insert belongs to an insert type represented by InsertType. 
Therefore, four matching types are defined to specify the relationship of tools and 
inserts as shown in Figure 3.3.1. Based on the four matching types, there are four ways 
to get inserts for a tool. The final results comprise of all the inserts found by 
considering all the available matching types. The following steps show how to retrieve 
inserts for a tool represented by a ToolCode. 
• Search Insert_Tool table for the ToolCode with MatchType field equal to " 
ToolCode_InsertCode" to get a list of InsertCode. 
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• Search Insert_Tool table for the ToolCode with MatchType field equal to " 
ToolCode_InsertType" to get a list of InsertType. Query the Insert table to get a list 
of InsertCode based on the InsertTypes. 
• Find ToolFamilyCode for the tool in ToolClass table according to the ToolCode. 
• Search Insert_Tool table for the ToolFamilyCode with MatchType field equal to " 
ToolFamilyCode_InsertCode" to get a list of InsertCode. 
• Search Insert_Tool table for the ToolCode with MatchType field equal to " 
ToolCode_InsertType" to get a list of InsertType. Query the Inserts table to get a 
list of InsertCode based on the InsertTypes. 
• All the InsertCodes selected from above steps forms a set of inserts that are 
suitable for the ToolCode. 
The SQL query to perform above instructions is as follows: 
SELECT InsertCode 
From Insert_Tool 
Where ToolCode = "Given ToolCode" and MatchType = " ToolCode_InsertCode" 
UNION 
SELECT Inserts.InsertCode 
From Insert_Tool, Inserts 
Where ToolCode = "Given ToolCode" and MatchType = " ToolCode_InsertType" and 








From Insert_Tool, Inserts 
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Where ToolFamilyCode = "Given ToolFamilyCode" and MatchType = " 
ToolFamilyCode_InsertType" and Insert_Tool.InsertType = Inserts.InsertType 
 
Table 3.3.1 Insert_Tool table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
InsertToolCode Number (Long) Unique code for a possible match of tools and 
inserts. 
ToolCode Text Represent a tool class and link to ToolCode 
field of ToolClass table to define a relationship. 
InsertCode Text Represent an insert and link to InsertCode field 
in Insert table to define a relationship. 
ToolFamilyCode Text Represent a tool family and link to ToolFamily 
table to define a relationship. 
InsertType Text Type of insert, link to InsertType table to define 
a relationship. 
MatchType Text Links to MatchType table to define a 













3.3.2 Tool_Operation table 
This table is used to select tools for an operation such as face milling, drilling etc. 
There are two matching types for this junction table, i.e. ToolFamilyCode to 
OperationID and ToolCode to OperationID. The most often used matching type is 
ToolFamilyCode to OperationID. Locate the OperationID in this table to retrieve 
ToolFamilyCode or ToolCode according to matching types. For a required operation, 
the feasible tools can be found this way: 
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• Search ToolCode based on the given OperationID in this table with MatchType 
fixed as "OperationID_ToolCode". 
• Find ToolFamilyCode based on the given OperationID with MatchType set to 
"OperationID_ToolFamilyCode" and collect all ToolCodes from ToolClass table 
where ToolFamilyCode is same as the one just found from this table. 










FROM Tool_Operation, ToolClass 
WHERE OperationID = “Given operationID”  
AND MatchType = “OperationID_ToolFamilyCode"  
AND Tool_Operation.ToolFamilyCode =  ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode 
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 Table 3.3.2 Tool_Operation table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
ToolOperationID Number (Long) Unique id for a pair of tool and operations that it 
can perform. 
OperationID Text Represent an operation and link to OperationID 
field of Operations table to define a relationship. 
ToolCode Text Represent a tool class and link to ToolCode 
field of ToolClass table to define a relationship. 
ToolFamilyCode Text Represent a tool family and link to ToolFamily 
table to define a relationship. 
Suitable Number (Integer) Higher the value is, more feasible for the tool to 
perform the operation. 
MatchType Text Links to Match type table. Determines which 
kind of matching may apply. 
ToolOperationCost Text A reference cost for the tool or a tool family to 
do the operation. 
 
 
3.3.3 Insert_WorkMaterial table 
This table gives the information on whether a grade or insert is feasible for a range of 
work piece material represented by ISO work-piece material code. In most cases, we 
get the insert codes and find the corresponding grade codes in Insert table. After 
getting the grade codes, we search this table for the grade code for a specific tool 
(Milling, drilling or boring) to get the high and low value of the range of work-piece 
material defined by WmaterialCodeRangeEnd and WmaterialCodeRangeStart 
respectively. From this range of values, we know whether the insert is suitable for a 
type of work piece material represented by an ISO work-piece material code. In this 
way, we can select feasible inserts with suitable grades for a specific work-piece 
material. 
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Conditions: Work-piece material represented by an ISO material code, a set of 
InsertCodes for feasibility checking, Tool types of the given inserts (Also can be 
selected from ToolFamily, Insert_Tool and Inserts table based on the InsertCodes).  
Matching steps: 
• Search Inserts table for the InsertCodes and get respective GradeCodes; 
• Check whether the inserts are suitable for the work-piece material based on the ISO 
material code (which value should be between WmaterialCodeRangeStart and 
WmaterialCodeRangeEnd), insert codes and matching type 
"InsertCode_Wmaterial"; 
• Check whether the inserts are suitable for the work-piece material based on the ISO 
material code (which value should be between WmaterialCodeRangeStart and 
WmaterialCodeRangeEnd), insert GradeCodes and matching type 
"GradeCode_Wmaterial"; 
• Combine the inserts obtained from two checking steps, the inserts left in this set 
are suitable for the specific work-piece material. 
The relevant SQL statement is shown as follows. 
SELECT InsertCode FROM Insert_WorkMaterial  
WHERE InsertCode in (given insert codes)  
AND ("Given work-piece material" BETWEEN WmaterialCodeRangeStart  
AND WmaterialCodeRangeEnd ) 
AND MatchType = "InsertCode_Wmaterial" 
UNION 
SELECT Inserts.InsertCode FROM Insert_WorkMaterial, Inserts 
WHERE Inserts.InsertCode in (given insert codes)  
AND Inserts.GradeCode = Insert_WorkMaterial.GradeCode  
AND Insert_WorkMaterial.ToolType = "Given tool type"  
AND ("Given work-piece material" BETWEEN WmaterialCodeRangeStart  
AND WmaterialCodeRangeEnd ) 
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AND MatchType = "GradeCode_Wmaterial" 
 
Table 3.3.3 Insert_WorkMaterial table structure 
Field Name Data Type Description 
MaterialMatchCode Number (Long) Primary key. Unique code to map a grade or an 
insert to a range of work piece material. 
InsertCode Text If MatchType is InsertCode to material, this 
field means that the insert is suitable for the 
range of material represented by 
WmaterialCodeRangeStart and 
WmaterialCodeRangeEnd. It also serves as a 
key of relationship to Inserts table. 
GradeCode Text If MatchType is GradeCode to material, this 
field represents a type of grade that can apply to 
the range of work piece material described by 
the following two fields. Define a relationship to 
Inserts table. 
WmaterialCodeRangeStart Text Represent the start value of work piece material 
code. 
WmaterialCodeRangeEnd Text Together with the WmaterialCodeRangeStart to 
represent a range of work-piece material that the 
grade or the insert can be applied to. 
ToolType Text Type of the tool, which grade is suitable for this 
range of work piece material. Same grade value 
of different type of tools (e.g. Milling Drilling 
etc.) may be feasible for different work-piece 
material. Define a relationship to ToolType 
table. 
MatchType Text There are two types in this table, 
InsertCode_Wmaterial for InsertCode field to 
take effect and GradeCode_Wmaterial for 
GradeCode field to take effect. 






 User interface and information exchange 
The interface module of the application is written in Microsoft Visual J++ (hereafter 
referred as VJ++) which is a Microsoft version of Java language. Visual J++ has a 
built-in and easy to use ActiveX Database Object (ADO) that is based on OLE DB, a 
common object-oriented interface between applications and different types of database 
systems. ADO allows a programmer using SQL statements and data objects to 
manipulate the database systems. It provides objects and methods for a variety of 
tasks, including: 
 Querying data 
 Inserting, updating, and deleting rows in a table 
 Creating, replacing, altering, and dropping objects 
 Controlling access to the database and its objects 
 Guaranteeing database consistency and integrity 
Visual J++ is also a suitable tool to develop windows and web programs. The function 
of this module in this project is to bridge the user and the tool information in the 
database system and manage the relationships among tables. In this module, a user can 
input data, view data, select tool information based on some common criteria and 
import data from other databases or from a plain text file. These data sources for 
extracting tool information can be obtained from other manufacturers or from other 
data banks. When a user double clicks on the application icon to launch this windows 
program, a connection object between the application and the specific database is 
established. Based on this connection object, the application interacts with the tables of 
the database. A diagram of the basic database options that may be performed during 
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the connection active period is shown in Figure 4.1. This connection is used for all tool 
database accesses and the connection remains active until the application exits.  
 
Using one connection for all database accesses is essential to the efficiency of the 
database system and makes it easier for management of the whole system. After 
successfully connecting to the database, a Recordset object is created for manipulating 
5. Close Recordset: 
 
Close recordset after use to release resources allocated for it. 
3. Open new recordset: 
 
3.1 m_rs = new Recordset(); 
3.2 m_rs.setActiveConnection(m_con); 
3.3 m_rs.setSource("Select GradeCode, GradeType, ISOGrade, Desc from   
Grades ORDER by GradeCode"); 
3.4 m_rs.open(); 
2. Database connection: 
 
g_con = new Connection(); 
g_con.setConnectionString 
("PROVIDER=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.3.51;Data Source=" + getDBPath()); 
g_con.open(); 
4. Manipulate data: 
 
Insert, edit, delete and update the records of the relevant tables using 
recordset. 
1. Launch program
6. Return to Step 2 for other operations or close the connection and 
exit the application. 
Figure 4.1 Database access diagram 
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the data in the tables. A sample code is described in Step 3 of Figure 4.1. Firstly, the 
Recordset object is linked to the active connection. Secondly source of Recordset is set 
to a SQL query statement, for example:  
SELECT GradeCode, GradeType, ISOGrade, Desc 
FROM Grades ORDER by GradeCode 
The meaning of this SQL statement is to select some fields from the table "Grades" for 
manipulation. GradeCode, GradeType, ISOGrade and Desc are four fields defined in 
the table Grades. After the Recordset object is opened, data in these four fields of the 
table Grades will be populated in the Recordset object row by row for further 
processing. All such rows of data form a set of records, which are represented by a 
Recordset object. After preparing the Recordset object, it can be used for inserting, 
editing, deleting and updating the rows of data in the related table. The Recordset 
should be closed after use in order to release the resources that windows allocated to 
the object. The steps 2 to 4 are repeated until the application terminates. 
This menu driven application can be divided into three parts. One part is for inputting 
and viewing the tool table data and establishing the relations between the data objects. 
This module provides interactive interfaces for all the database tables. The second part 
consists of three selection utilities, which can be used to choose tool-related 
information according to user requirements. The third part implements a useful tool for 
a user to import tool information from other sources. The interface module takes 
advantage of windows programming and SQL to provide user-friendly operations.  
4.1 Interactive module 
The forms (windows) in this module provide a consistent user interface and an easy 
way to navigate the records in the table. A user can browse tool data in a table using 
the navigator bar on the forms, and use combo boxes choosing existing data from 
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underlying tables to facilitate data inputting. Data validation is provided for the forms 
to ensure the user input only valid information. It also sets the constraint rules during 
the data input to maintain integrity among the tables in the database. The system 
allows a user to specify a tool graphic file of various formats in the hard disk for each 
tool class. In addition, this module offers a user login session to support some limited 
security. When a user logs in to the system, the system checks his password against the 
user table. The login dialog box is shown in Figure 4.1.1. After logging on to the 
system, a user can proceed to input, view, select data or import data by choosing the 
form items on the menu. 
 
Figure 4.1.1 Login screen of the tool data manager 
The forms for inputting and viewing tool information are divided into tree main 
categories, configuration forms, central forms and junction forms. These forms are 
designed for inputting and viewing data of the correspondent tables in the tool 
database. Similar to the tables in the database, there are 15 configuration forms, 10 
central forms and 3 junction forms. Figure 4.1.2 shows the main window of this 
application with the configuration menu expanded. When the user clicks on any menu 
item, the associated form will be brought up for adding, deleting and updating the 
underlying table. Figure 4.1.3 displays the 10 menu items associated with the 10 
central forms. There are three junction menu items under junction menu. They are 
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"Insert_Tool", "Tool_Operation" and "Insert_WorkMaterail", which are used to edit 
and view data in three junction tables. 
 
Figure 4.1.2 Main window with configuration menu items 
 
Figure 4.1.3 Main window with central table menu items 
When user activates a form for editing or browsing by clicking a menu item, he/she 
needs to know how those common components work on the form. One of the central 
forms, MillingClass, is shown in Figure 4.1.4 to illustrate the functions of these 
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components, including four buttons for inserting, deleting, refreshing and updating 
tables, a navigator bar with four buttons for moving around among the records and 
edit, combo boxes for data manipulation. Generally, each edit box, combo box or 
picture box on the form is used to input, modify or display data in a field of tables in 
the tool database via a Recordset object. They contain the fields' contents of current 
record of the Recordset object, which in turn correspond to the fields defined in the 
related tables. Normally each of these has an associated label control on the left of it to 
show what it contains. An example of this is the edit box on the top left of the form in 
Figure 4.1.4, for which the label on the left is "ToolCode". This means the 
neighbouring edit box contains tool code information for this tool class and the edit 
box displays the content of the "toolcode" field in the Recordset and therefore refers to 
the same field in the table "Milling" and "ToolClass". The main difference between the 
edit and combo box control is that the combo box provides a list of items, which are 
extracted from a table for the user to choose. This control makes it easy for the user to 
input the data by selecting the items from a list, thereby reducing the chances of 
spelling errors and enforcing the constraint that the data item entered in combo box 
must exist in the related table or in a predefined list. Another interesting component is 
the picture box, which is used to display the tool picture. A user can load a picture in 
bmp, jpg or gif format into the picture box by clicking on the "Load or Change picture" 
button shown in Figure 4.1.4 below. Besides these displaying components, there are 
some control buttons on the form to perform the actual task of accessing the database 
tables as illustrated in Figure 4.1.4. The "Add" button is used to add a new record into 
the related tables via a Recordset object. The "Delete" button is for deleting current 
displayed record from the related tables; The "Refresh" button refreshes the contents of 
the form to reflect the latest changes in the related tables and the last, the "Update" 
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button, is for updating current changes to the corresponding tables by saving the 
contents of the form to the related Recordset object and then updating the underlying 
table through the Recordset. The navigator bar on the form has 4 buttons embedded as 
shown in Figure 4.1.4. The leftmost button "|<<" is for skipping to the first record of 
the current record set, the second "<" to move the cursor to the previous row of the 
record set, the third one ">" to move to the next record and the rightmost button ">>|" 
 
 













Move to the 
previous 
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to move to the last record. When a user clicks on any of these navigator buttons, the 
application will check whether the data displayed in the components (e.g. edit box, 
combo box, etc.) has been changed. If there are any changes, the program performs 
validation based on some rules for the data in the edit boxes and combo boxes, etc, and 
updates the modified data into the tables through the Recordset object before moving 
to any required record. This validation is also executed before each update by clicking 
on the "Update" button when adding a new record or editing the current record.  
After the introduction of the basic components used on the forms, we present the 
common processing in a form object below. The procedure is shown in Figure 4.1.5. 
When the user activates a data form for editing or viewing, a Recordset object is 
created based on the connection established at the start of the application. Next, a 
method of this form will clear the form for displaying the fields in the Recordset before 
loading the current record into the components of the form. The loading method is also 
responsible for populating the combo boxes on the form with the relevant items 
retrieved from related tables. After the form is properly initiated, the form object waits 
for the user's inputs, which includes changing the current contents of the components 
and clicking on any button on the form. These operations are described in Step 5 of 
Figure 4.1.5. The validation and the save function are two important methods in the 
procedure.   
The validation function provides the following checks: 
a. Ensure that the user keys in the necessary information in the edit boxes if the 
underlying table requires so. For example, in Figure 4.1.4, the user must key in a 
ToolCode in the ToolCode edit box because every tool class must have a 
ToolCode. If the user leaves this edit box empty, the system will warn the user by 
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displaying a message " You must specify a valid Tool Code." and bring the cursor 
to this edit box for the user to key in. 
b. Check if the user inputs a correct number in an edit box, when only a number (e.g. 
integer, float) is required. For example, if the user inputs any non-numeric 
character e.g. "a" in the "NoOfTeeth" edit box on the form in Figure 4.1.4, when 
the user clicks on update or any navigator button, the validation function is 
triggered. There will be an error message stating “cannot convert "a"”, and "a" in 
the edit box will be highlighted for the user to modify it to a number. After 
correcting the errors and passing the validation function, the program saves the 
data on the form into the tables via the Recordset object. 
c. Verify whether the user has selected an item from the list of a combo box. 
Normally, combo boxes contain a list of data from another table. An example of 
the ToolCode combo box is shown in Figure 4.1.6. If the user clicks on the arrow 
on the right of the combo box, there will be a list displaying all items in the 
ToolClass table. Because each tool must belong to a tool class, the user must select 
a ToolCode from the list of this combo box. Failure to do so will trigger an error 
message "You must select a valid ToolCode." and the ToolCode combo box will 
be focused so that the user has to choose a ToolCode. Sometimes, a user may not 
be able to find a suitable tool class in the combo box. In this case, the user needs to 
provide the tool class information in one of the tool class forms "MillingClass" or 
"DrillingClass" and return to tool form. Then, the user need to click on the refresh 
button to reflect the newly added ToolCode in the ToolCode combo box for 
selection. To make it more convenient for the user to activate the tool class forms 
from the tool form for adding a new tool class, the user can double click on the 
label "ToolCode" to bring up the tool class forms. This case may also arise for 
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other combo boxes on other data entry forms. These combo boxes actually enforce 
some constraints or relations between associated tables. These relations are 
described in the tool table structure session. Users are recommended to key in all 
necessary information in configuration tables first before going to the central and 
junction tables. 
d. If all the values in the components are correct, this function stores values into the 
internal variables in the form object for further processing. 
The save function is relatively simple. First the internal variables are assigned to the 
fields of the Recordset object, and these values are saved into the fields of the related 
table by calling the update method of the Recordset object. This function also displays 
an error message when any error occurred during the update of the database table. It 
returns a Boolean value (True or False) to indicate to the form object whether this 
update is successful.  
Most of the data entry forms have similar components and similar procedures for 
processing the user’s inputs. However, some forms have other special functions to 
facilitate editing and viewing data in order to make the application more user-friendly. 
One example is the tool class search form attached to the Tool form. When the user 
clicks on the “…” button on the right of the ToolCode combo box of the Tool form 
shown in Figure 4.1.6, this will activate the “Search for Tool Class” form shown in 
Figure 4.1.7. This function is useful when the user does not know exactly the 
ToolCode of desired tool class. In the special form (see Figure 4.1.7), the user first 
specify the field for searching. In Figure 4.1.7, “ToolCode” radio button is selected to 
indicate that the user wants to search by field "ToolCode". Next, the user inputs the 
partial ToolCode that he/she is looking for. Once these two fields are provided, when 
the user clicks on the “Begin Search” button, all tool classes met the search criteria 
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will be displayed. The example shown in Figure 4.1.7 presents the results for a search 
based on the ToolCode containing text “R245”. The user then selects the right tool 
codes by clicking on it followed by the “OK” button. The ToolCode will then appear 
in the ToolCode combo box of the Tool Form shown in Figure 4.1.6. 
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1. Click on a menu item to
activate a form.
2. Create a Recordset based on the active
Connection and the tables related to the
form.
3. Clear the components of the form
for displaying the Recordset.
4. Load the form with the current record of the
Recordset. Every field in the Recordset will be
populated into a component (edit or combo box,
etc.) of the form.
5.1 Edit current
record or add new
record, click on
Update button.
5.2 Move record to the




the contents of the











the contents of the










End of the form
 
Figure 4.1.5 Flowchart of common form processing 
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Figure 4.1.6 Tool form with ToolCode combo box expanded 
Figure 4.1.7 Search tool class form 
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4.2 Selection interfaces 
There is a menu item "View" on the menu bar of the main window. Clicking on this 
will cause three items to be displayed; "MillSelect", "DrillSelect" and "ToolQuery".   
MillSelect and DrillSelect demonstrate how canned queries can be grouped together to 
perform certain tasks automatically and ToolQuery shows the ability of the system to 
retrieve any useful information using ad hoc SQL statements. These functions are 
introduced in the following sections. 
 
4.2.1 Milling tool selection 
Choosing the "MillSelect" menu item will activate the form shown in Figure 4.2.1. 
Inputting the machine type, taper type, operation to perform and work-piece material 
information as prompted on the form, the user can request the system to show suitable 
tools, inserts, tool holding system and recommended cutting data in a grid format by 
clicking on the associated button. Figure 4.2.2 displays the recommended cutting data 
for the given condition. Other information will be displayed in a similar way. 
 






Figure 4.2.2 Milling tool cutting data 
 
 
4.2.2 Drilling tool selection 
Clicking on the "DrillSelect" invokes the interface for drilling tool selection form, 
which is used for providing machine type, taper type, operation to perform, drill 
diameter and work-piece material information for searching as shown in Figure 4.2.3. 
The four buttons at the bottom of the form lead the user to the results of selected data 
according to the given criteria. Figure 4.2.4 shows basic holders suitable for the 
required tools when the user clicks on the "Basic holder" button in the drilling tool 
















4.2.3 General selection 
This interface allows the user to key in ad hoc requests to retrieve any data from the 
tool database, demonstrating the flexibility of this database system. Users can key in a 
SQL statement to query the tables in the database, and the results will be displayed in a 
tabular format. For example, if the user keys in the SQL statement described in Section 
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5.3.1, and clicks on the "Show selected result" button on the form, the results will be 
displayed as shown in Figure 4.2.5. 
 
Figure 4.2.5 Ad hoc tool information selection form 
 
4.3 OPC client interface 
In this module, data from NC controller can be retrieved using OPC Data Access 
Automation Object through OPC server [34, 35]. Figure 4.3.1 shows how OPC client 
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Figure 4.3.1 OPC Computing Environment 
 
The OPCServer object provides a way to access (read/write) or communicate to a set 
of data sources of various devices. In this project, the OPC server and client reside in 
one computer with NT system. The automation client constructed with Visual J++ 
connects to Microcim's OPC Server for PMAC, which is a Windows 95, Windows 98, 
and Windows NT 4.0, OPC compliant software server program providing a 
standardised access to data from Delta Tau's PMAC motion control boards. Figure 
4.3.2 shows how an OPC client can communicate to the underlying physical devices 
via OPC server. On the server side, OPC server maintains a set of data obtained from 
underlying device in server data cache. Each data item can be uniquely identified by a 
name. For example, "PMAC0:Motor1:ToolNumber". The item name and 
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correspondent access path to the device are defined in a name space file stored on the 
server. Each item begins with the item's name and the remainder represents the access 
path. All fields are separated using a colon. The following lines describe an item in the 





It means that under group "Motor1", there is an item named "ToolNumber" and the 
item refers to the M41 variable defined in the PMAC controller. The name of the item 
"ToolNumber" can be referred in OPC client as "PMAC0:Motor1:ToolNumber" to get 
the value of current tool number in the magazine. 
 
Figure 4.3.2 Typical OPC Architecture 
 
 
Figure 4.3.3 shows the procedure for an OPC Automation client to connect to an OPC 
Automation Server that communicates with the underlying data source (e.g. 
Microcim's OPC Server for PMAC) through the functionality provided by the 
automation objects. First, an OPCServer object is created in the client side program 
and connected to OPC server in step 1. Next, an OPCGroups collection object is 
created from the OPCServer object in step 2 to contain a collection of OPCGroup 
OPC Automation 
 Interface 
OPC Custom Interface 
Local or Remote 
OPC Server 
 










Server Data Cache 
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Objects. In step 3, an OPCGroup object is added to the OPCGroups collection. The 
OPCGroup object allows clients to organise the data that they want to access through  
an OPCItems collection. After getting OPCItems object in step 4, client can attach an 
OPCItem object to the OPCItems collection and assign an Access Path to the OPCItem 
object to map to one of variables cached in the OPC Server. The OPCItem object 
provides a connection to a single data item in the underlying data source via access 
path defined in OPC server. Finally, in step 5, client uses "getValue()" method of 
OPCItem object to retrieve data from OPC Server. For some cases, program also can 






Figure 4.3.3 Automation Object Hierarchy 
 
The controller interface in this application can be invoked by clicking "CurrentTool" 
menu item under "Tools" → "Controller" on the menu bar of the main window. 
The program first creates an OPCServer object and displays the information about the 
server object in a message box shown in Figure 4.3.4. After that the program creates 
other necessary objects as illustrated in Figure 4.3.3, it displays the current tool 
number obtained from controller in a dialog box shown in Figure 4.3.5. User can click 
on the button "Show curruent tool in the magazine" to display current tool 






myGroup = myGroups.Add(new Variant("ToolGroup1"));
4. OPCItems(collection) 
 








OPCServer myServer = new OPCServer(); 
allServer = myServer.GetOPCServers(new Variant("")); 
sa = allServer.toSafeArray(); 
iL = sa.getLBound(); 
sProgID = sa.getString(iL); 
myServer.Connect(sProgID, new Variant("")); 
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Figure 4.3.4 OPCServer object information 
 
 









4.4 Importing tool 
The main feature of this module is that the data can be extracted from machine-tool 
documentation, catalogues of tool-manufacturers, data banks or a tool data file and can 
be converted to the table format used in this tool information management system. 
This module allows the user to choose the data source either from another tool 
database or from a text file and to specify the destination table to insert the data. The 
program will do the necessary conversion and store the data to the target table. The 
advantage of this tool is the flexibility it provides to users. Users can define the data 
format and determine which fields and in which sequence they want to retrieve data 
from the data source. The user can also specify the names and sequence of the fields 
for the destination table. These two functions can be invoked by clicking on the menu 
items Import ->From Table and Import->From File. These two forms are shown in 
Figure 4.4.1. 
The procedure for importing tool data from another database is as follows:  
1) Specify the connection string for the database. This connection string can be an 
ODBC name, access database file name or any other data source that ADO can 
handle. 
2) Give the source table name and destination table name. 
3) List the names and sequence of the fields that will be imported from the source 
table as well as the names and sequence of the fields that will be inserted into the 
destination table. 
4) Retrieve the data from the source database and save the data into the table in the 
destination database. 
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Figure 4.4.1 Forms of importing tool 
To import data from a text file, the following procedure is performed: 
1) Specify the source file name or select a file via a file dialog window; and define the 
delimiter for the data in the file, which separates the data into columns; specify the 
name of the table to which the user wants to insert the data. 
2) List the column numbers which will be processed, and list the names and sequence 
of the fields in the table being updated. 
3) The system then reads from the file row by row, does the necessary conversion and 







 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The example data presented herein is taken from Sandvik Coromant Catalogue of 
Rotating tools [36] and is entered via user interface application, which is a part of this 
project. Because the table structures in the database are based on the generic tool data 
structure, the cutting tool data obtained from other tool providers can be easily 
converted to the data format used here and stored in the database. The user can select 
any data in the database by giving complex or simple queries expressed in Structured 
Query Language (SQL). Some results can be retrieved by a single query, more specific 
requirements are achieved step by step using a sequence of simple queries. More over, 
a frequently used query or a set of queries can be built in a function or an interface 
form to facilitate and speed up the selection process. The following examples show 
some of the usage of the tool information database. The results can also be retrieved 
from user interface described in Section 4.3 (Selection interface). 
5.1 Example 1: Select milling tools 
In this example, we assume that the operation and work-piece material and machine 
spindle type are known.  
Operation ID: MSSM; Operation Type: Square shoulder milling 
Work-piece material: ISO P20, Coromant Material Classification(CMC) 02.2 
Machine spindle type: ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A, Taper type: ISO 40 
The sample demos how a list of suitable tools and inserts can be selected based on the 
given conditions. The similar results also can be obtained from the MillingSelect user 
interface described in Section 4.2.1. 
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Firstly, selecting tool according to the operation will be performed. Next, excluding 
the tools whose mounting type or mounting dimension is not compatible with the 
holders that can be mounted on the given machine spindle. Third, retrieving inserts 
based on the tool class information and junction table. Finally, check the inserts' grades 
against the material junction table.  
5.1.1 Selecting tool according to the operation 
Tables used: Tool_Operation, ToolClass, ToolFamily 




Tool_Operation.ToolFamilyCode =  ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode, 





SELECT ToolClass.ToolCode, ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode, ToolFamily.ToolType 
FROM Tool_Operation, ToolClass, ToolFamily 
WHERE Tool_Operation.ToolCode =  ToolClass.ToolCode 
AND ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode=ToolFamily.ToolFamilyCode 
AND OperationID = “Given operationID” AND MatchType = 
“OperationID_ToolCode" 
UNION 
SELECT ToolClass.ToolCode, ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode,  ToolFamily.ToolType 
FROM Tool_Operation, ToolClass, ToolFamily 
WHERE OperationID = “Given operationID”  
AND MatchType = “OperationID_ToolFamilyCode"  




For given operationID "MSSM"(Square shoulder milling), a list of obtained tools are 
shown in Table 5.1.1 below: 
Table 5.1.1 Selected milling tools 
ToolCode ToolFamilyCode ToolType 
R290-040V50-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050A32-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050A32-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050Q22-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050Q22-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050Q22-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050V50-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050V50-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-050V50-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063A32-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063A32-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063A42-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063A42-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063Q22-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063Q22-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063Q22-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063V50-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063V50-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-063V50-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080A32-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080A32-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080A42-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080A42-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080Q27-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080Q27-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080Q27-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080V63-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080V63-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-080V63-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-100Q32-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-100Q32-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-100Q32-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-100V80-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-100V80-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-100V80-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-125Q40-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-125Q40-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-125Q40-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-125V80-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-125V80-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-125V80-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-160Q40-12H COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-160Q40-12L COROMILL-290 Milling 
R290-160Q40-12M COROMILL-290 Milling 
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5.1.2 Get inserts for the above selected ToolCodes through Insert_Tool junction 
table. 
Tables used: Insert_Tool, Inserts,  






Relationships used:  




Where ToolCode IN "Given ToolCode" and MatchType = " ToolCode_InsertCode" 
UNION 
SELECT Inserts.InsertCode 
From Insert_Tool, Inserts 
Where ToolCode IN "Given ToolCode" and MatchType = " ToolCode_InsertType" 








From Insert_Tool, Inserts 
Where ToolFamilyCode IN "Given ToolFamilyCode" and MatchType = " 
ToolFamilyCode_InsertType" and Insert_Tool.InsertType = Inserts.InsertType 
 























































5.1.3 Select the inserts according to work-piece material. 
Tables used: Insert_Tool, Inserts,  






Relationships used:  
Insert_Tool.InsertType = Inserts.InsertType 




SELECT Inserts.InsertCode, Inserts.GradeCode 
FROM Insert_WorkMaterial, Inserts 
WHERE InsertCode in (given insert codes)  
AND ("Given work-piece material" BETWEEN WmaterialCodeRangeStart  
AND WmaterialCodeRangeEnd ) 
AND MatchType = "InsertCode_Wmaterial" 
AND Inserts.InsertCode = Insert_WorkMaterial.InsertCode  
UNION 
SELECT Inserts.InsertCode, Inserts.GradeCode 
FROM Insert_WorkMaterial, Inserts 
WHERE Inserts.InsertCode in (given insert codes)  
AND Inserts.GradeCode = Insert_WorkMaterial.GradeCode  
AND Insert_WorkMaterial.ToolType = "Given tool type"  
AND ("Given work-piece material" BETWEEN WmaterialCodeRangeStart  
AND WmaterialCodeRangeEnd ) 
AND MatchType = "GradeCode_Wmaterial" 
 



















5.1.4 Select basic holder and adapter 
Find tool holder and adapter (optional) based on obtained tool codes and given 
machine type.  
 
Tables used: Adaptor, Milling, Holder 
Relationships used:  
Adaptor.MountingType_Tool = Milling.MountingType 
Adaptor.MountingDimension1 = Milling.MountingDimension  
Adaptor.MountingType_Holder = Holder.MountingType 
Adaptor.CouplingSize = Holder.CouplingSize 
 
SQL statement: 
SELECT Milling.ToolCode, Adaptor.AdaptorCode, Holder.HolderCode 
FROM Adaptor, Milling, Holder 
WHERE Adaptor.MountingDimension1 = Milling.MountingDimension AND 
Adaptor.MountingType_Tool = Milling.MountingType and Adaptor.HolderType= 
"Adaptor" and  Milling.ToolCode IN ("Previous selected toolcodes") and 
Adaptor.MountingType_Holder = Holder.MountingType and 
Adaptor.CouplingSize = Holder.CouplingSize and 
Holder.holdertype = "BASIC" and MachineType = "ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A"; 
 




Table 5.1.4 Selected basic holders and adapters 
ToolCode AdaptorCode HolderCode 
R290-063Q22-12H 391.05-22-50-020 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-063Q22-12L 391.05-22-50-020 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-063Q22-12M 391.05-22-50-020 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-063Q22-12H 391.05-22-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-063Q22-12L 391.05-22-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-063Q22-12M 391.05-22-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-080Q27-12H 391.05-27-50-020 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-080Q27-12L 391.05-27-50-020 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-080Q27-12M 391.05-27-50-020 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-080Q27-12H 391.05-27-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-080Q27-12L 391.05-27-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-080Q27-12M 391.05-27-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-100Q32-12H 391.05-32-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-100Q32-12L 391.05-32-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-100Q32-12M 391.05-32-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-100Q32-12H 391.05-32-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-100Q32-12L 391.05-32-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-100Q32-12M 391.05-32-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-125Q40-12H 391.05-40-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-125Q40-12L 391.05-40-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-125Q40-12M 391.05-40-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-160Q40-12H 391.05-40-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-160Q40-12L 391.05-40-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-160Q40-12M 391.05-40-50-025 390.140-40-50-027 
R290-125Q40-12H 391.05-40-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-125Q40-12L 391.05-40-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-125Q40-12M 391.05-40-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-160Q40-12H 391.05-40-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-160Q40-12L 391.05-40-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-160Q40-12M 391.05-40-63-030 390.140-40-63-050 
R290-063Q22-12H C4-391.05-22-025 C4-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12H C4-391.05-22-025 C4-390.140-40-060 
R290-063Q22-12L C4-391.05-22-025 C4-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12L C4-391.05-22-025 C4-390.140-40-060 
R290-063Q22-12M C4-391.05-22-025 C4-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12M C4-391.05-22-025 C4-390.140-40-060 
R290-063Q22-12H C4-391.05-22-055 C4-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12H C4-391.05-22-055 C4-390.140-40-060 
R290-063Q22-12L C4-391.05-22-055 C4-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12L C4-391.05-22-055 C4-390.140-40-060 
R290-063Q22-12M C4-391.05-22-055 C4-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12M C4-391.05-22-055 C4-390.140-40-060 
R290-063Q22-12H C5-391.05-22-025 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12H C5-391.05-22-025 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-063Q22-12L C5-391.05-22-025 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12L C5-391.05-22-025 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-063Q22-12M C5-391.05-22-025 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12M C5-391.05-22-025 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-063Q22-12H C5-391.05-22-070 C5-390.140-40-030 
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R290-063Q22-12H C5-391.05-22-070 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-063Q22-12L C5-391.05-22-070 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12L C5-391.05-22-070 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-063Q22-12M C5-391.05-22-070 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-063Q22-12M C5-391.05-22-070 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-080Q27-12H C5-391.05-27-025 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-080Q27-12H C5-391.05-27-025 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-080Q27-12L C5-391.05-27-025 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-080Q27-12L C5-391.05-27-025 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-080Q27-12M C5-391.05-27-025 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-080Q27-12M C5-391.05-27-025 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-100Q32-12H C5-391.05-32-040 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-100Q32-12H C5-391.05-32-040 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-100Q32-12L C5-391.05-32-040 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-100Q32-12L C5-391.05-32-040 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-100Q32-12M C5-391.05-32-040 C5-390.140-40-030 
R290-100Q32-12M C5-391.05-32-040 C5-390.140-40-070 
R290-063Q22-12H C6-391.05-22-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-063Q22-12L C6-391.05-22-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-063Q22-12M C6-391.05-22-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-080Q27-12H C6-391.05-27-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-080Q27-12L C6-391.05-27-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-080Q27-12M C6-391.05-27-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-100Q32-12H C6-391.05-32-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-100Q32-12L C6-391.05-32-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-100Q32-12M C6-391.05-32-025 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-125Q40-12H C6-391.05-40-040 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-125Q40-12L C6-391.05-40-040 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-125Q40-12M C6-391.05-40-040 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-160Q40-12H C6-391.05-40-040 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-160Q40-12L C6-391.05-40-040 C6-390.140-40-085 
R290-160Q40-12M C6-391.05-40-040 C6-390.140-40-085 
 
5.1.5 Select solid holders 
The above selected holders are basic holders, which are normally used with adaptors. 
Another kind of holder is solid holders, which connect to tools directly. The following 
statement shows how to select such holders. 
Tables used: Milling, Holder 
Relationships used:  
Holder.Mountingdimension1 = Milling.Mountingdimension 




 SELECT Milling.ToolCode, Holder.HolderCode 
FROM Milling, Holder 
WHERE Holder.Mountingdimension1 = Milling.Mountingdimension 
AND Holder.HolderType= "Solid"  
AND  Milling.ToolCode IN (obtained toolcode list)  
AND Milling.MountingType = Holder.MountingType 
AND MachineType = "ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A" 
AND tapertype = "ISO 40"; 
 
The results of above selection statement are shown in Table 5.1.5. 












5.2 Example 2: Retrieve cutting data recommendations 
The tools extracted in example 1 form the input data for this example. The cutting data 
recommendation is fetched from the database for the selected tools and inserts. 
The obtained data is correct cutting data because the data in the database is from the 
manufacturer data handbook. Although it may not be the optimum data for a batch of 
process, it's preferred data recommended by the manufacturer. 
Tables used: MillingCuttingSpeed, Inserts 
Relationships used:  
Inserts.GradeCode = MillingCuttingSpeed.GradeCode 
 
SQL statement: 
SELECT Inserts.InsertCode, Inserts.GradeCode, R_ChipThickness, HB,  
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ChipThickness1, ChipThickness2, ChipThickness3, Speed1, Speed2, Speed3 
FROM MillingCuttingSpeed, Inserts 
WHERE Inserts.GradeCode = MillingCuttingSpeed.GradeCode 
AND CMC = "02.2"  
AND ToolFamilyCode = "COROMILL-290" 















The recommended cutting data selected for each suitable insert is shown in Table 5.2.1 




Table 5.2.1 Cutting data recommendation 
InsertCode GradeCode R_ChipThickness HB ChipThickness1 ChipThickness2 ChipThickness3 Speed1 Speed2 Speed3 
R290-12-T3-08E-PL-4030 GC4030 0.1 275 0.1 0.2 0.3 180 145 120 
R290-12-T3-08M-PL-4030 GC4030 0.12 275 0.1 0.2 0.3 180 145 120 
R290-12-T3-08M-PM-4030 GC4030 0.17 275 0.1 0.2 0.3 180 145 120 
R290.90-12-T3-20M-PH-4030 GC4030 0.25 275 0.1 0.2 0.3 180 145 120 
R290.90-12-T3-20M-PL-4030 GC4030 0.12 275 0.1 0.2 0.3 180 145 120 
R290.90-12-T3-20M-PM-4030 GC4030 0.17 275 0.1 0.2 0.3 180 145 120 
R290.90-12-T3-08PPM-WL-SM30 SM30 0.12 275 0.1 0.2 0.4 130 115 85 
R290.90-12-T3-08PPM-WM-SM30 SM30 0.17 275 0.1 0.2 0.4 130 115 85 
R290.90-12-T3-20M-WH-SM30 SM30 0.25 275 0.1 0.2 0.4 130 115 85 
R290.90-12-T3-20M-WL-SM30 SM30 0.12 275 0.1 0.2 0.4 130 115 85 
R290.90-12-T3-20M-WM-SM30 SM30 0.17 275 0.1 0.2 0.4 130 115 85 
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 We can simply pick cutting speed value in the range between Speed1 and Speed2 
when the recommended chip thickness for the given insert is in between 
ChipThickness1 and ChipThickness2. If the recommended chip thickness is between 
ChipThickness2 and ChipThickness3, we can chose a value of speed between Speed2 
and Speed3. 
For the second insert R290-12-T3-08E-PL-4030, the recommended chip thickness 
R_ChipThickness is 0.12. A linear interpolation can be used according to the method 
described in 2.9 MillingCuttingSpeed table. 
vc = 
ess1chipthickn - ess2chipthickn
ed1cuttingspe - ed2cuttingspe  × (hex - chipthickness1) + cuttingspeed1 
For this case, cuttingspeed2 = 145, cuttingspeed1 = 180, chipthickness2 = 0.2 
chipthickness1 = 0.1, given hex = 0.12mm  
vc = (145-180)*(0.12-0.1)/(0.2-0.1)+180 = 173m/min 
This cutting speed is valid for hardness HB275. We assume the hardness for given 
material is HB295. A compensation factor of 0.94 for the deviation of +20 units is 
selected from field P20 in table MillingSpeedAdjust with condition CMC = 02 (see 
table MillingSpeedAdjust for details). The compensated cutting speed becomes  
0.94 * 173 = 162.6 m/min. 
 
5.3 Example 3: Select drilling tools 
In this example, drilling tools are selected for the following conditions: 
Operation ID: D-S-B; Operation Type: Drilling, Solid/Brazed drills 
Drill diameter: 6.1mm 
Work-piece material: ISO P30, Coromant Material Classification(CMC) 02.2 
Machine spindle type: ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A, Taper type: ISO 40 
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Firstly, selecting tool according to the operation will be performed. Next, retrieve the 
tool tip information (grade code etc.) saved in the Inserts table and check the selected 
solid drilling tool against the work-piece material through junction table 
Insert_WorkMaterial. Finally, tool holders and compatible adapters are chosen 
according to mounting type and mounting dimension for the drilling tool and given 
machine spindle. The results can also be chosen using user interface “DrillSelect” 
described in Section 4.2.2. 
 
5.3.1 Select tool according to the operation 
Tables used: Tool_Operation, ToolClass, ToolFamily, Drilling 




Tool_Operation.ToolFamilyCode =  ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode, 
Tool_Operation.ToolCode =  ToolClass.ToolCode 
ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode=ToolFamily.ToolType 




SELECT ToolClass.ToolCode, ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode, ToolFamily.ToolType, 
Drilling.DrillDiameter 
FROM Tool_Operation, ToolClass, ToolFamily, Drilling 
WHERE Tool_Operation.ToolCode =  ToolClass.ToolCode 
AND ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode=ToolFamily.ToolType 
AND OperationID = "D-S-B" AND MatchType = "OperationID_ToolCode" 
AND Drilling.ToolCode = ToolClass.ToolCode 
AND DrillDiameter = 6.1 
UNION  
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SELECT ToolClass.ToolCode, ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode,  ToolFamily.ToolType, 
Drilling.DrillDiameter 
FROM Tool_Operation, ToolClass, ToolFamily, Drilling 
WHERE OperationID = "D-S-B"  
AND MatchType = "OperationID_ToolFamilyCode"  
AND Tool_Operation.ToolFamilyCode =  ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode 
AND ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode=ToolFamily.ToolFamilyCode 
AND Drilling.ToolCode = ToolClass.ToolCode 
AND DrillDiameter = 6.1; 
For given operationID "D-S-B"( Drilling, Solid/Brazed drills), a list of obtained tools 
are shown in Table 5.3.1 below: 
Table 5.3.1 Drilling tools selected according to operation 
ToolCode ToolFamilyCo ToolType DrillDiameter 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 R415.5 Drilling 6.1
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 R415.5 Drilling 6.1
 
5.3.2 Check tools based on work-piece material 
Checking above selected ToolCodes to see whether they are suitable for the given 
work-piece material (ISO P30) through Insert_Tool and Insert_WorkMaterial junction 
tables. 
Tables used: Insert_WorkMaterial, Inserts, Insert_Tool  
Match types in junction table Tool_Insert: 
"ToolCode_InsertCode" 
Match types in junction table Insert_WorkMaterial: 
"InsertCode_Wmaterial" 
"GradeCode_Wmaterial" 
Relationships used:  
Inserts.InsertCode = Insert_Tool.InsertCode 
Inserts.InsertCode = Insert_WorkMaterial.InsertCode 




SELECT Insert_Tool.ToolCode, inserts.gradecode, WmaterialCodeRangeStart, 
WmaterialCodeRangeEnd  
FROM Insert_WorkMaterial,inserts, Insert_Tool 
WHERE Inserts.InsertCode = Insert_Tool.InsertCode 
AND Insert_Tool.ToolCode in ( 
"R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040", 
"R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020") 
AND Insert_Tool.MatchType = "ToolCode_InsertCode" 
AND ("P30" BETWEEN WmaterialCodeRangeStart  
AND WmaterialCodeRangeEnd ) 
AND Insert_WorkMaterial.MatchType = "InsertCode_Wmaterial" 
AND Inserts.InsertCode = Insert_WorkMaterial.InsertCode  
UNION  
SELECT Insert_Tool.ToolCode, inserts.gradecode, WmaterialCodeRangeStart, 
WmaterialCodeRangeEnd  
FROM Insert_WorkMaterial, Inserts, Insert_Tool 
WHERE inserts.InsertCode = Insert_Tool.InsertCode 
AND Insert_Tool.ToolCode in ( 
"R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040", 
"R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020") 
AND Insert_Tool.MatchType = "ToolCode_InsertCode" 
AND Inserts.GradeCode = Insert_WorkMaterial.GradeCode  
AND Insert_WorkMaterial.ToolType = "Drilling"  
AND ("P30" BETWEEN WmaterialCodeRangeStart  
AND WmaterialCodeRangeEnd ) 
AND Insert_WorkMaterial.MatchType = "GradeCode_Wmaterial"; 
 
Tools left after filtering are displayed in Table 5.3.2: 
Table 5.3.2 Drilling tools selected according to work-piece material 
ToolCode gradecod WmaterialCodeRangeStart WmaterialCodeRangeEnd
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 GC1040 P25 P45 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 GC1020 P25 P45 
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5.3.3 Select basic holders 
Choosing basic holders with suitable adapters considering the tools and machine 
spindle type. 
Tables used: Adaptor, Drilling, Holder 
Relationships used:  
Adaptor.MountingType_Tool = Drilling.MountingType 
Adaptor.MountingDimension1 = Drilling.MountingDimension  
Adaptor.MountingType_Holder = Holder.MountingType 
Adaptor.CouplingSize = Holder.CouplingSize 
SQL statement: 
SELECT Drilling.ToolCode, Adaptor.AdaptorCode, Holder.HolderCode 
FROM Adaptor, Drilling, Holder 
WHERE Adaptor.MountingDimension1 = Drilling.MountingDimension  
AND Adaptor.MountingType_Tool = Drilling.MountingType  
and Adaptor.HolderType= "Adaptor"  




and Adaptor.MountingType_Holder = Holder.MountingType and 
Adaptor.CouplingSize = Holder.CouplingSize and 
MachineType = "ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A" and 
tapertype = "ISO 40"; 
Basic holders and adapters selected are shown in Table 5.3.3: 
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Table 5.3.3 Basic holders and adapters for drilling tools 
ToolCode AdaptorCode HolderCode 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 391.21-08-50-065 390.140-40-50-027 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 C4-391.21-08-070 C4-390.140-40-030 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 C4-391.21-08-070 C4-390.140-40-060 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 C5-391.21-08-070 C5-390.140-40-030 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 C5-391.21-08-070 C5-390.140-40-070 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 C6-391.21-08-075 C6-390.140-40-085 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 C3-391.21-08-070 C3-390.140-40-030 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 C3-391.21-08-070 C3-390.140-40-060 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 391.21-08-50-065 390.140-40-50-027 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 C4-391.21-08-070 C4-390.140-40-030 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 C4-391.21-08-070 C4-390.140-40-060 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 C5-391.21-08-070 C5-390.140-40-030 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 C5-391.21-08-070 C5-390.140-40-070 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 C6-391.21-08-075 C6-390.140-40-085 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 C3-391.21-08-070 C3-390.140-40-030 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 C3-391.21-08-070 C3-390.140-40-060 
 
5.3.4 Select solid holders 
Choosing solid holders, which connect tool and machine directly based on mounting 
type and mounting dimension. 
 
Tables used: Drilling, Holder 
Relationships used:  
Holder.Mountingdimension1 = Drilling.Mountingdimension 
Drilling.MountingType = Holder.MountingType 
SQL statement: 
SELECT Drilling.ToolCode, Holder.HolderCode, Holder.HolderType 
FROM Drilling, Holder 
WHERE Holder.Mountingdimension1 = Drilling.Mountingdimension 
and Holder.HolderType= "Solid"  
and  Drilling.ToolCode IN ( 
"R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040", 
"R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020")  
and Drilling.MountingType = Holder.MountingType and 
MachineType = "ISO-7388/1DIN69871-A" and 
tapertype = "ISO 40"; 
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Obtained solid holders are shown in Table 5.3.4. 
Table 5.3.4 Solid holders for drilling tools 
ToolCode HolderCode HolderType 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 392.14020-40-08-063 Solid 
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 392.5520-40-08-050 Solid 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 392.14020-40-08-063 Solid 
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 392.5520-40-08-050 Solid 
 
5.4 Example 4: Recommended cutting data for drilling tools 
In this example, the tools selected in example 3 are considered. The recommended 
cutting data is fetched from the DrillingCuttingData table for the selected drilling 
tools. The obtained data is feasible cutting data because the data in the table is 
extracted from the manufacturer's data handbook. Although it may not be the optimum 
data for a batch of process, it's preferred data recommended by the manufacturer. Same 
cutting data can be selected using interface “DrillSelect” introduced in Section 4.2.2. 
Tables used: DrillingCuttingData, Inserts, ToolClass, Drilling, Insert_Tool 
Relationships used:  
ToolClass.ToolCode = Drilling.ToolCode 
Inserts.InsertCode = Insert_Tool.InsertCode 
MatchType = "ToolCode_InsertCode" 
ToolClass.ToolCode = Insert_Tool.ToolCode 
Inserts.GradeCode = DrillingCuttingData.GradeCode 
DrillingCuttingData.ToolFamilyCode=ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode 
Drilling.DrillDiameter 




SELECT Drilling.ToolCode, Drilling.DrillDiameter,DrillingCuttingData.GradeCode, 
DrillingCuttingData.HB1, DrillingCuttingData.HB2, DrillingCuttingData.Speed1, 
DrillingCuttingData.Speed2, DrillingCuttingData.Feed1, DrillingCuttingData.Feed2 
FROM DrillingCuttingData, Inserts, ToolClass, Drilling, Insert_Tool 
WHERE ToolClass.ToolCode = Drilling.ToolCode 
AND DrillingCuttingData.CMC="02.2" 




AND Inserts.InsertCode = Insert_Tool.InsertCode 
AND MatchType = "ToolCode_InsertCode" 
AND ToolClass.ToolCode = Insert_Tool.ToolCode 
AND Inserts.GradeCode = DrillingCuttingData.GradeCode 
AND DrillingCuttingData.ToolFamilyCode=ToolClass.ToolFamilyCode 
AND Drilling.DrillDiameter 
BETWEEN DrillingCuttingData.Diameter1 AND DrillingCuttingData.Diameter2; 
 
Recommended cutting data is shown in Table 5.4.1: 
Table 5.4.1 Recommended cutting data for drilling tools 
ToolCode DrillDiamete GradeCode HB Speed1 Speed2 Feed1 Feed2
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 6.1 GC1040 275 50 90 0.13 0.2
R415.5-0610-30-8C0-1040 6.1 GC1040 350 40 70 0.13 0.2
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 6.1 GC1020 275 50 90 0.13 0.2
R415.5-0610-30-8C1-1020 6.1 GC1020 350 40 70 0.13 0.2
 
The obtained values of speed and feed define a range of feasible values for the drill 
diameter 6.1mm and retrieved hardness. That means user can choose values within 
speed1 to speed2 as recommended cutting speed and values between feed1 and feed2 
as recommended feed rate. 
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Chapter 6 
 Conclusion and future work 
In this thesis, a comprehensive study on cutting tool information management is 
carried out and a generic tool database structure in RDBMS with detailed table 
structures and usage is proposed. The table structures are implemented in Microsoft 
Access database system and are very easy to migrate to other RDBMS. A user 
interface is also developed using Microsoft Visual J++ to form a comprehensive and 
integrated tool management system. Moreover, this project takes full advantage of the 
relationships between associated tables in RDBMS to enforce rules and constraints for 
storing tool related data and retrieving information according to user specified criteria.  
This chapter will firstly conclude this project with some analyses, and then suggest 
some future research directions in this field. 
6.1 Conclusion 
Significant reductions in cost can be achieved by selecting the correct cutting tool, 
inserts and its related cutting conditions. Major research works in this field are targeted 
either on the selection of optimum tooling or on constructing the tool database. Little 
work has been done on integrating the tool database and selection of correct tools, tool 
holding system and cutting data for given conditions based on a generic data structure. 
The work not only proposes a generic tool data structure, but also introduces rules and 
constraints into the table structures by establishing relationships between tables and 
junction tables. These features make the system comprehensive, independent, 
extensible and easy to use. The examples in Chapter 5 illustrate how simple it can be 
to select tool-related information from the database system using SQL queries based 
on the relationships between tables and other user requests. One of the merits of this 
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system is that the system does not need other rule based methods (e.g. knowledge base 
system) to store rules for information retrieving. This makes the system easy to 
maintain and implement. Further more, user interface application is constructed on the 
top of this independent database system to form a complete and integrated tool 
information management system. The easy to use interfaces are built with Windows 
programming language VJ++ to assist end users to populate and view the tables, select 
tool related information and exchange data with external systems. All the functions 
take the advantage of SQL statement and RDBMS to demonstrate application 
independent feature of the tool database. In Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, queries are 
formulated and stored as "canned" queries to provide frequently asked information on 
milling and drilling tools to form the user-friendly interactive interfaces.  The general 
selection form in Section 4.2.3 illustrates how an ad hoc request can be satisfied in a 
flexible way. 
 
6.2 Future work 
Further works can improve the user interactions via use of an intelligent query analysis 
to extract relevant information in the database more easily and efficiently. 
1) This project does not address the optimisation issue of the cutting data based on the 
information saved in the tables of the database. The optimisation itself is an 
advanced and complicated topic. This can be implemented in future. 
2) A disadvantage is that the system does not allow the user to generate a cost 
estimate or to treat wear problems, although the tool cost and wear information can 
be stored in table "Tool". Further investigation could focus on how to update the 
cost and wear in the table "Tool" for providing more information when choosing 
tools.  
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3) This system selects tool holding system according to the holder tool relationship. 
More jobs could be done to consider tool path and operation to avoid conflicts 
when selecting the tools. 
4) As mentioned earlier in the thesis, the system is extensible in nature. More tool-
related information can be easily added to the existing table or new tables for new 
elements. For example, more detailed inventory control tables and machine tables 
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